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Dear Associate,

It is with great excitement that we welcome you to the Barlines team at the Omni Nashville Hotel. Along with the
rest of the Omni team our focus is to deliver exceptional service and an out of this world experience ensuring our
guests receive the best possible Omni experience. 

We strive daily to exceed customer expectations through our Power of One program. We encourage our
associates to use their common sense and solve guest issues when a manager is not present. We are in the
business of making our guests happy so the power lies in your hands. 

Barlines is a never-before done concept within the Omni family and we are excited to be on this journey with you
to make it a known place within not only the Omni family, but the Nashville community as well.

Unlike stand-alone restaurants, you are joining not only the Barlines Team, but the entire Omni Nashville and Omni
Hotel & Resorts one as well! Because of this, you will be required to know not only Barlines' operating procedures,
but the Omni Hotel & Resorts policies and procedures as well. 

You will not be required to memorize the history and culture of the Omni Hotels & Resorts company, however the
more you know, the better you can assist your guests and answer questions they may have. You will be required
to know, and will be tested on, policies and procedures and Barlines specific information including in this manual.

Please take the time to read through this training manual and by all means ask questions often. As a
management team, we are here to provide you with all the information you need to be a successful team
member. 

Welcome to the Omni Family! 

Sincerely,
The Barlines Management Team

BARLINES MANAGER OFFICE

615.761.3644

WELCOME TO
THE TEAM
From the Barlines Management Team

LOSS PREVENTION

615.761.3623
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HISTORY AND
CULTURE

Mission: Omni Hotels' Mission is to exceed the expectations
of our guests, inspire and reward our associates and provide
superior financial results to those who entrust us with
managing their assets.

Vision: Omni Hotels will be a global, four-diamond hotel
company offering consistent products and services in key
business and leisure destinations. Our growth will be
achieved through hotel ownership, management and
selective franchising. We will be known for our innovation,
exemplary service and superior financial performance. Omni
Hotels is committed to being the employer of choice in the
hospitality industry.

Core Values: 

Creating Memorable Experiences
Leaders Creating Leaders
Local Market Leadership
Strengthen Brand Value
Responsible Financial Management
Each Associate is a Valuable Member of the Omni Family

MISSION STATEMENT

OMNI HOTELS

In 1958 the company’s founders, the seven Dunfey brothers of New England, added motor inn rooms to the family’s
restaurant in Hampton, New Hampshire, establishing the foundation of what would ultimately become an international
hotel corporation.In the following ten years, Dunfey Hotels grew into a chain of seven New England motor inns with
approximately 1500 rooms. By 1971, there were twelve properties, with 5000 rooms, located in New Hampshire, Maine,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, California, Georgia and Texas.

In 1969, the company took the first step on the path which led to its present form: the purchases of the Parker House in
Downtown Boston, a landmark classic hotel which had fallen on hard times. With assistance from Air Lingus, which
purchased the company in 1976, came the acquisition and renovation of additional historic properties, including the
Ambassador East Hotel in Chicago in 1977, and the Omni Berkshire Place in midtown Manhattan in 1978. By 1979, the
New York Times was to christen the company the savor of classic hotels.Additional first class downtown hotels in
Cincinnati and New Orleans were added in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.Among these historic hotels was a
Washington D.C. landmark, the Shoreham Hotel, which was added in 1979.

In December 1983, the company acquired Omni International Hotels and management responsibilities for its three
properties in Atlanta, Miami and Norfolk, VA. The company temporarily became known as Omni-Dunfey Hotels.
Following the acquisition, the company underwent a major reorganization splitting into two divisions: Omni Hotels,
which operated upscale metropolitan hotels; and the Dunfey Management Company, operating smaller, mid-market
properties under various independent and franchised names.

HISTORY

OMNI HOTELS
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The Guest – Omni Hotel’s overall goal is to exceed the expectations of our guests.  While in the process, revenues to
satisfy our owners and associates will be created.

The Owner – The Owner can create and/or maintain the financial resources necessary for the creation of products
and services intended to exceed customer needs in order to achieve a profit. No business can be created or
maintained without profits.

The Associate – Our associates provide the human resources and technical knowledge needed to produce and deliver
the products and services intended to exceed the expectations of our guests and owners.

Definition of Culture - The set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes a company or
corporation. Omni Hotels has the Six Pillars of Culture that describe the core values of our company.

The six pillars are listed below – an easy way to remember them is the abbreviation TOP MOM.

Trilogy

Omni Service Champions (OSC)

Power of One

Mirror Image

Omni Service Tradition (OST)

Moments of Service (MOS)

Trilogy:

Omni hotels business is governed by the following, equally balanced trilogy listed below. Each member of the trilogy is
clearly dependent upon the other members in order to have a successful business. Without sufficient satisfaction of the
needs of all three pieces of the trilogy, any business runs the risk of failures.

Omni Service Champions (OSC):

The Omni Service Champion program (OSC) recognizes and rewards individual associates for going above and beyond
the call of duty. The key to this program is that associates can nominate their coworkers and they can keep winning. OSC
cards can be found in each department. In order to nominate a fellow associate, simply complete the card, give the
perforated portion to your coworker and tell them what they are being recognized for. The actual card should be turned
into the Associate Service Center to be entered in the next monthly drawing. Every month three winners are randomly
drawn for cash prizes, and each year there are ten annual winners at each hotel. From those ten winners, the top three
are drawn for the company for the year. Cash and travel awards are given.

SIX PILLARS OF OMNI HOTELS CULTURE

OMNI HOTELS

The Omni International Hotels in Atlanta, Miami and Norfolk had already achieved national brand recognition. To
take advantage of this brand awareness the company renamed all of its four-diamond hotels with the “Omni”
prefix.

The so-called Dunfey Classic Hotels in Boston, Cincinnati, New York, Washington, and New Orleans became the
Omni Parker House, the Omni Netherland Plaza, the Omni Berkshire Place, the Omni Shoreham and the Omni Royal
Orleans. The “original” Omni’s and all subsequent additions to the upscale, metropolitan brand carried the Omni
Hotels identification. The modern history of Omni Hotels and the evolution of the brand we know today is traced to
1983.

TRT Holdings purchased Omni Hotels in 1996. TRT Holdings operated nine upscale hotels in Texas of various brand
affiliations. The nine hotels were converted to Omni Hotels.The existing Omni Hotels were folded into the umbrella
ownership of TRT holdings. The existing Hotels along with the nine new Omni Hotels comprise the current company
of Omni Hotels.
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The Guest – Omni Hotel’s overall goal is to exceed the expectations of our guests.  While in the process, revenues to
satisfy our owners and associates will be created.

The Owner – The Owner can create and/or maintain the financial resources necessary for the creation of products
and services intended to exceed customer needs in order to achieve a profit. No business can be created or
maintained without profits.

The Associate – Our associates provide the human resources and technical knowledge needed to produce and deliver
the products and services intended to exceed the expectations of our guests and owners.

Definition of Culture - The set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes a company or
corporation. Omni Hotels has the Six Pillars of Culture that describe the core values of our company.

The six pillars are listed below – an easy way to remember them is the abbreviation TOP MOM.

Trilogy

Omni Service Champions (OSC)

Power of One

Mirror Image

Omni Service Tradition (OST)

Moments of Service (MOS)

Trilogy:

Omni hotels business is governed by the following, equally balanced trilogy listed below. Each member of the trilogy is
clearly dependent upon the other members in order to have a successful business. Without sufficient satisfaction of the
needs of all three pieces of the trilogy, any business runs the risk of failures.

Omni Service Champions (OSC):

The Omni Service Champion program (OSC) recognizes and rewards individual associates for going above and beyond
the call of duty. The key to this program is that associates can nominate their coworkers and they can keep winning. OSC
cards can be found in each department. In order to nominate a fellow associate, simply complete the card, give the
perforated portion to your coworker and tell them what they are being recognized for. The actual card should be turned
into the Associate Service Center to be entered in the next monthly drawing. Every month three winners are randomly
drawn for cash prizes, and each year there are ten annual winners at each hotel. From those ten winners, the top three
are drawn for the company for the year. Cash and travel awards are given.

Power of One:

The Power of One is an integral part of the culture. The Power of One empowers our associates to take responsibility for
making decisions to meet and potentially exceed the expectations of both our internal and external guests.

1.Think! Use our common sense.
2.Know and satisfy our customers’ expectations.
3.Greet customers immediately with our undivided attention.
4.Smile and make eye contact.
5.Make the first and last 30 seconds count. Ask our external customers about their stay and invite them back.
6.Be natural and appropriately friendly.
7.Use our customers’ names whenever possible.
8.Promptly answer telephones with a “smile” in our voice.
9.Determine the needs and wishes of our customers and make decisions that benefit them. Bend the rules sometimes. 
10. Take ownership of our customers’ needs and wishes and personally follow through on their complaints.
11. Escort customers whenever possible.
12. Stay up! Be energetic! Take good care of ourselves.
13. Wear uniforms and name tags in an immaculate manner.
14. Take personal responsibility for cleanliness and safety.
15. Be ambassadors for our hotel and promote it enthusiastically.
16. Be a team player.
17. Protect and maintain all hotel assets and equipment – we all earn a living here. 
18. Always remember that we are hospitality professionals.
19. Always maintain your smile even though your customer may not.
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Empowerment: The distribution of decision making ability within the hotel that allows associates to perform their jobs
more efficiently and effectively. The overall goal is to enhance customer service and increase profits.

Mirror Image:

Omni is committed to the belief and practice that our associates will mirror the same care and concern to our guests that
is shown to them by our managers and supervisors.We believe our associates are our most valuable assets, and we will
continue to strive towards selecting the best people, providing ideal work environments, training, supporting, recognizing
and rewarding each and every associate. We know if we do this consistently and well, our associates will in turn provide
each and every guest with the best and most caring service they can.

Omni Service Tradition (OST):

Omni Service Tradition, or OST, is the part of our culture that promotes contribution from our associates to management in
order to improve hotel operations. OST is the belief that we participate in exceeding guest expectations together. This
allows Omni hotels to make full use of all ideas from all associates by involving them in strategies to improve guest service.
Our line associates are just that, “on the firing line”, and in constant interaction with our guests. They often have a better
idea of where problems lie and how they can be solved. Each department elects a representative to participate in
monthly Ambassador Meetings with the General Manager that focus on service related issues.

Moments of Service (MOS):

The Moments of Service are guidelines we follow when interacting with our guests that have been developed for each
individual position in the hotel… each and every moment of service. Omni Hotels’ philosophy is to provide exemplary
service to each and every guest, one moment at a time.

Each position has been provided a success checklist that is used on a regular basis to ensure we are providing the same
level of service on a consistent basis.

100% non-smoking luxury hotel
800 luxurious guest rooms and suites
Over 80,000 sq ft of meeting and event space
Five culinary and entertainment venues

Signature Mokara Spa and state-of-the-art fitness center
Rooftop urban pool deck with spectacular views
Full service business center
Expected to be designated LEED Silver Certified New Construction
Check-in: 4p, Check-out 11a

History of the Omni Nashville Hotel
The Omni Nashville Hotel, across from the new Music City Center which opened earlier in 2013, was specially created to
be an authentic expression of Nashville’s vibrant music culture. The luxury hotel is a one-of-a-kind experience, fully
integrated with an expansion of the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum on four levels.

Located on Fifth Avenue between Demonbreun and Korean Veterans Blvd., the Omni Nashville Hotel design is a modern
expression of the city’s distinct character, incorporating natural materials, exposed steel and regional limestone. The
multi-story hotel and expanded museum will share meeting and entertainment space and bring additional restaurants and
retail venues to this dynamic destination in downtown Nashville.

              Barlines
              Bob’s Steak and Chop House
              Bongo Java
              In Room Dining
              Kitchen Notes

FACT SHEET

OMNI HOTELS
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HOTEL INFO
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GENERAL
HOTEL INFO
HOTEL LAYOUT

Barlines
Bob’s Steak House
Bongo Java
CMHF Access
Kitchen Notes
Lobby
Retail

Ballroom Level (Broadway and Legends)
CMHF Access
Music Row Meeting Rooms 1-6

CMHF Access
Cumberland Meeting Rooms 1-6
Gibson Board Room
Mockingbird Meeting Rooms 1-4
Old Hickory Board Room

Board Rooms: Acoustic, Electric, and Bass
Business Center
CMHF Access
Fitness Center
Mokara Spa
Pool and Pool Bar

Guest Rooms

FLOOR 1:

FLOOR 2:

FLOOR 3:

FLOOR 4:

FLOOR 5 and Up:

VIP—Very Important Person
OCCUPANCY - Percent of rooms sold on a given day/month/year
IN-HOUSE – Refers to a guest that has not checked out and is currently occupying a guestroom
NO POST- Refers to guests who have not placed a credit card for deposit on their guestroom and can therefore
not charge incidental expenses (i.e. meals, drinks) to their room.
MICROS – Point of Sale system in which checks are rung in
CHIT – Receipt paper that prints in kitchen or on bar computer that lists what the server has just ordered
FIFO—First in first out in reference to the rotation of product in the store rooms and coolers

The hotel business has several unique terms specific to the hotel industry. It will be necessary for you to become
knowledgeable with respect to these terms in order to be successful in your position.Below are common hotel terms
you will encounter and use on a daily basis:

HOTEL LINGO
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Company Culture
Work Environment
Benefits and Compensation
Standards of Conduct
Employment Records

Associate Handbook:

The “Associate Handbook” is reviewed with each new associate
during Hotel General Orientation.It is critical that you become
familiar with all aspects of the Associate Handbook. Specific
categories within the Associate Handbook include the following: 

The handbook can be found on the Associate Service Center
Page on Omniweb (called the connection or hub), or you can
request that a copy be printed for you.

Department Mission Statement:

“To provide an excellent dining experience for our guests in an
efficient and professional manner, while upholding Omni Hotels
vision and values.”

Moments of Service - 

This is a very important part of the Omni Hotels & Resort culture.
Please read the page in this manual which discusses what these
'Moments of Service' are and the tests which will be given
throughout your time as an associate to assure your
understanding and continual application of these very important
part of our culture. 

ASSOCIATIVE
SERVICES
(ASC)
HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
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 Items that are unavailable
 Any special needs or concerns 
 Daily Specials
 Daily Training Topic
 Entertainment/Sports Programming Calendar for the day
 Groups in-house and in city
 Inspect Uniforms
 Occupancy – Arrivals/Departures
 Safety Topic
 The OST Standard
 The Power of One (Omni Values)
 VIP Reservations
 Weekly side-work for the day

Department Daily Activity Overview - Pre-Shift Meeting:

Each shift a Barlines a “stand-up” aka “Pre-Shift” meeting will occur with ALL associates and manager(s) lasting
approximately 5-10 minutes.The purpose of this meeting is to inform, train and review. The following information will be
covered:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

Paychecks:

Omni Hotels is an electronic pay employer. Subject to any restrictions by state, local laws or collective bargaining
agreements, your paycheck will be processed either as a direct deposit to the bank account you have designated or as a
Pay Card. It generally takes 2 pay periods (4 weeks) to activate a direct deposit. In the mean time you will receive a paper
check. Pay cards are activated within one pay period.

You will receive your pay on Omni Nashville Hotel’s regular paydays. The schedule is available in the Associate Services
Center. All appropriate wages and payroll deductions, such as Social Security withholding, Federal and State income tax,
and insurance (if applicable) will be taken out of each paycheck as required by law. Pay advances are not available.

Omni Hotels will take all reasonable steps to ensure that you receive the correct amount of pay in each paycheck and that
you are paid promptly on the scheduled payday. 

In the event that there is an error in the amount of your pay, you must promptly bring the discrepancy to the attention of
your department manager so corrections can be made as quickly as possible. Once the error is identified, it will be
corrected in the next regular paycheck or sooner whenever possible. This includes both underpayment and overpayments.

If you are required to attend a mandatory meeting, as designated by your manager at a time other than when it would
coincide with your regular scheduled shift, you will receive a minimum of two (2) hours pay. Attendance of mandatory
meetings is not optional and failure to attend may result in discipline. Associates returning to the hotel for a mandatory
meeting are not required to be in uniform; however, they must dress appropriately for the workplace. 
 
Omni Hotels does not provide a paper paystub for associates. To look up paychecks, please
http://selfservice.omnihotels.com 

First time log on info:
User ID: Last name (first letter capitalized) AND last 4 of SS#

You will be instructed to change your password. The new password must be 8-15 characters and include 1 UPPER CASE
letter, 1 lower case letter and 1 special character (!@#$%^&*()-+={}[]|\:;”?’/.,~`)
 
This service can be accessed from home or from the computers outside the ASC (HR) office at the hotel.
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You, like all associates, are responsible for complying with Omni‟s
policies. You must, therefore, read and understand each policy. If
you do not understand any policy or part thereof, please contact
your manager or Associate Services for clarification.

The following policies are a few discussed upon hire with our
Associate Services (HR) Department. These policies can be found in
individual forms located on the internal Omni web, as well as in the
Associate handbook. A copy can be obtained by asking your
manager or the ASC department.

Within 30 days of being hired, you will be scheduled for a training, or
series of trainings, through the Omni Nashville Hotel's HR department.
This meeting will include new associates from all departments in the
hotel. These policies and procedures will be discussed in further
detail. There will be quizzes (verbal and written) during these
trainings to ensure you understand the information discussed in this
manual, and presented in those trainings.

COMPANY
POLICIES
These guidelines apply to all
employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts
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ELECTRONIC DEVICE, CELL PHONE, &
RADIO USAGE POLICY

Cell phones can not be carried on your person unless required and approved for business purposes. Cell phones should be
turned off and stored in your lockers, purses, desks, etc. and should not be visible.
Usage of cell phones, unless for approved business purposes, is limited to only when YOU ARE NOT ON THE CLOCK. The only
exception to this, are approved breaks in which you are not required to clock out for. Calls may be made during your break,
before the start of your scheduled shift, or after the end of your scheduled shift. Cell phones should not be used while
performing work duties or in any guest area, unless it is necessary to meet position requirements. 
For Associates whose position does not require the use of a cellular phone as part of their daily responsibilities, there are two
areas designated for making cellular telephone calls. The approved areas are Associate Locker Rooms and the Associate
Cafeteria. Calls should NOT be made in public areas, on guest floors or landings, back of house hallways or from desks or
within your work areas.
Managers are approved to carry cells phones for hotel business purposes and have authorization for use at any time.
Managers must program all cell phones to the VIBRATE setting while moving throughout the Hotel. 

Associates must abide by their department’s standard for checking in and out push-to-talk radios.
When answering radio calls, proper radio etiquette is essential. When speaking over the radio, communication should be clear
and slow, in as low as a volume as can be used to communicate effectively. You should always identify who you are calling,
who you are and communicate respectfully with a smile in your voice. When an extended conversation is needed, the house
phones should be utilized instead of the radio. 
If an ear piece is provided it will are required to be worn at all times. If an Associate misplaces their ear piece, he/she is to
notify their Manager immediately. If an ear piece is not available, the Manager will provide guidance on how to proceed with
operating the assigned radio until an ear piece is available. This will include keeping the radio at a low volume within guest
contact areas. 

Possession or use of cell/camera phones and other electronic communication devices (tape recorders and players, portable
radios, CD or DVD players, pagers, iPods, and similar communication devices) are not permitted while on duty. 

With this understanding our policy regarding cell phone usage is as follows:

Designated positions will be required to wear and utilize a Hotel provided a push-to-talk radio. While these radios are required to
effectively perform the functions of these positions, we must ensure they are not a distraction to other associates and/or our
guests. 

With this understanding our policy regarding push-to-talk radio usage is as follows:

These guidelines apply to all
employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts



ELECTRONIC DEVICE, CELL PHONE, &
RADIO USAGE POLICY
Summary

DON'T use your phone on duty (including work at the pool bar).

Keep your phone in your company locker, car, or at home.

You CAN use your phone on breaks.

No phones allowed in guest areas (including pool areas).

You CAN make calls in Associate Locker Rooms and Associate

Cafeteria. 

Managers CAN carry cells phones CAN use them at any time. 

SUMMARY
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ON PROPERTY POLICY

These guidelines apply to all
employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Associates may enter the hotel as early as 30 minutes prior to their scheduled start time. If an associate arrives early
for their shift, they must remain in designated break areas, which include the Associate Locker Rooms and Associate
Cafeteria.
Associates may remain in the hotel for up to 15 minutes after their scheduled ended time. If an associate needs to be
on property after the end of their shift, they should remain in designated break areas, which include the Associate
Locker Rooms and Associate Cafeteria. 
Associates are not to remain in the Hotel for more than 15 minutes after their scheduled end time and are not to enter.
the hotel more than 30 minutes prior to their scheduled start time, unless you receive prior approval from the Director
of Human Resources. 
Associates are not to be on property on their days off unless they are picking up payroll information, verifying their
work schedule, or have been requested to be on property by a Manager. Any exception to this must receive prior
approval from the Director of Human Resources.
All associates can take advantage of a significant savings in the parking garage on green flag days. With utilizing the
parking garage it will be expected that associates enter and exit the building by on the P2 Level. You must follow
these guidelines in reverse when exiting the building after your shift. On non green flag days associates will be
responsible for securing their own parking outside of the Hotel. Failure to comply with these parking guidelines will
result in an immediate loss of onsite parking privileges.

This policy operates in conjunction with the Attendance and Punctuality Policy, which affirms your responsibility for knowing
your posted work schedule and for reporting to work accordingly. Being that we are in a metropolitan area, many of our
associates utilize public transportation as a means of getting to work. With this understanding and to avoid distractions to
other associates our policy for being on property is as follows:
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ON PROPERTY POLICY

Summary

06

Know your work schedule. It will be posted in your outlet.

Make plans, including transportation, to arrive on time.

You CAN be on property up to 30 min before and 15 min after shift.

Stay in Locker room/Cafeteria until scheduled work time.

CAN NOT be on property on days off unless for payroll, checking work schedule,

or are asked by management to be there. 

You CAN eat on property on days off, with a manager's approval.

You CAN park in the parking lot when flag is green. On red flag days find your

own parking off site. (Garage color is posted online so make plans accordingly).

SUMMARY



ENTERING AND EXITING THE HOTEL &
USE OF GUEST AREAS AND ELEVATORS
These guidelines apply to all
employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

All associates must enter and exit the Hotel through the loading dock entrance. Associates should arrive to the loading
dock area via 4th Avenue. Under no circumstances should associates enter the building via 5th Avenue, through the
Main Lobby or any other guest area. When moving throughout the property, service elevators and approved stairwells
are to be utilized at all times. 
All associates will be assigned a badge/key card. These badges will allow associates access to designated areas
within the Hotel, depending upon position. At no time should an associate share their assigned badge or grant
unauthorized access to any area of the Hotel to another associate or guest. 
Upon leaving the building at the end of the scheduled shift, an associate’s personal belongings may be subject to a
security check. This includes but is not limited to purses, backpacks, duffle bags and lunch boxes. A Package Pass will
be required for any item being removed from the Hotel and must be authorized by the Department Manager and
presented to Loss Prevention prior to removal. This includes any item, gift or package given to an associate by a guest
or vendor, lost and found items that have been returned to an associate, any authorized give-a-ways left over from a
group or meeting planners. At no time will alcohol of any kind be permitted to be removed from the building.
Public restrooms within the hotel are for guest use only. Associate restroom facilities are provided on the Lobby level
near the cafeteria. There are additional restrooms located on the 2nd & 3rd floors. Male associates should only use
the restrooms designated for Male associates. Female associates should only use the restrooms designated for Female
associates.
Use of guest elevators is not permitted, unless escorting a guest to their location.Uniformed associates should not use
the guest elevators, as it does not create the professional atmosphere we would like to personify. All associates are to
use the service elevators located in the back of the house areas.
The Omni Nashville Hotel is an LEED Silver Certified building. Smoking by associates and guests will not be permitted in
ANY area of the building. Smoking is only allowed on approved breaks and in designated smoking areas. Associates
and guests may not smoke within 25 ft of the exterior of the Omni Nashville Hotel or the Country Music Hall of Fame.
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ENTERING AND EXITING THE HOTEL &
USE OF GUEST AREAS AND ELEVATORS
Summary

07

DO: Enter and exit the Hotel through the loading dock entrance via 4th Avenue. 

DON'T: Enter building via 5th Avenue, through Main Lobby or other guest areas.*

DO: Use service elevators and approved associate stairwells.

DON'T: Share badge or grant access to any area to another associate or guest. 

DON'T: Take any alcohol off the premises.

DON'T: Use guest bathrooms*

DON'T: Use guest elevators unless escorting a guest*

DON'T: Smoke in the building.

DO: Smoking on approved breaks and in designated outdoor smoking areas.

DON'T: Smoke in uncovered uniform or within 25 ft of the exterior of the Hotel or

the Country Music Hall of Fame.

Associate’s personal belongings may be subject to a security check upon leaving. 

*Manager's are exempt from this rule

SUMMARY



ASSOCIATE USE OF RESTAURANTS &
BANQUET EVENTS
These guidelines apply to all
employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Associates are required to complete the On Property Request Form and receive proper authorization prior to dining in an
approved outlet.
Reservations must be made directly with the outlet in advance of the dining time. Outlets reserve the right to deny a reservation
based on business levels.
At time of arrival, the On Property Request Form must be provided to the server. The server will provide a 25% discount to the
total of all food & non-alcoholic beverages (for up to 6 guests) and an automatic 15% gratuity will be added on to the pre-
discounted total. Alcoholic beverages are not eligible for any discount.

While at work, during appropriate break times and with a Manager’s approval, all non-uniformed associates are able to visit
Bongo Java and Five and Tenn to make purchases on green flag days. Associates should remember our guests are our top
priority. If there is a line in Bongo Java or Five and Tenn, associates should leave the area and return at a later time. Associates
should not contribute to a longer line and guest wait time.

Associates are permitted to attend certain Banquet Events as a guest. Prior to the Banquet Event, associates are required to
complete the On Property Request Form and receive proper authorization from their respective Executive Committee Member
and Associate Services Department. 
 *The Omni Nashville Hotel reserves the right to suspend any benefit outlined above at its discretion or upon directive from the
Corporate Office.

The Omni Nashville Hotel is thankful for its associates and the contributions they make to the success of our brand. For this reason,
the Omni Nashville Hotel is pleased to offer associates the opportunity to visit and enjoy specific areas of the property on their free
time. During time on property, associates and their guests are expected to conduct themselves in a professional manner. Any
behavior that negatively impacts the guests of the hotel or its operation is considered unprofessional, and could result in disciplinary
action, up to and including possible termination. 

After 90 days of employment, associates are permitted to be on property as follows:

Restaurant Outlets:

Associates will be allowed to utilize the following dining outlets with prior approval of their respective Executive Committee Member
& Associate Services Department: Kitchen Notes (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner), Bob’s Steak & Chop House (Dinner) and Bongo Java
(Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner). At no time is an associate authorized to be a patron of Barlines or the Pool Bar/Deck. While dining
in an approved outlet, associates will agree to adhere to the following guidelines:

Bongo Java & Five and Tenn:

Banquet Events:



ASSOCIATE USE OF RESTAURANTS &
BANQUET EVENTS
Summary

Do conduct themselves in a professional manner, or may result in disciplinary

action, up to and including possible termination. 

After 90 days of employment: 

Do: Complete the 'On Property Request Form' and receive proper authorization

prior to dining in an approved outlet.

Do: Make reservations directly with the outlet in advance.

Do: Provide 'On Property Request Form' to server. 

A 25% discount to the total of all food & non-alcoholic beverages (for up to 6

guests) and automatic 15% gratuity will be added on to the pre-discounted total.

Restaurant Outlets and Banquet Events:

Bongo Java & Five and Tenn:

You CAN go to Bongo Java & Five and Tenn while on break. Guests come first! 

Do: Be out of uniform

SUMMARY
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CASH HANDLING POLICY
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

No portion of your house bank is ever to leave the property

You may never use your house bank for personal reasons

You are responsible for the safety of your bank and bank key

Your bank must be kept in your safe deposit box when not in use

Count your bank prior to making deposit. Your house bank must always be kept at it contracted amount

Your house bank can only contain domestic (US) currency and properly dated due-backs.

The following items are never allowed to be counted as part of your bank;

Checks*

Travelers checks*

Foreign currency*

Record a breakdown of both your house bank and your deposit in the SecureDrop System.

No more than $1.00 worth of change is to be included in your deposit and must be in the largest denomination as possible.

Any overage/shortage must be reflected in your deposit, NOT in your house bank. Any incidence of this will be handled

according to the over/short procedures below.

If you are over/short you will receive documentation on the amount.You are responsible for investigating and resolving

over/shorts within 72 hours of receipt of documentation.

Record the deposit in the SecureDrop system according to policy.

Have an MOD, Manager, Supervisor witness your deposit drop. Be sure to check deposit cylinder to be sure deposit actually

dropped.

Policy:   To ensure proper control and review of house banks and cash transactions as a necessary part of cash handling positions,

these procedures relate specifically to cash and cash handling and are not intended to be a complete list of duties for cashiers.

To ensure cash overages and shortages are communicated, investigated and appropriate action taken to protect house funds. 

Responsibility: As a cashier at the Omni Nashville Hotel you will be required to have a mastery of the following information. Prior to

receiving your bank you will be required to take a written and practical test.  

Cash Handling Duties and Procedure:

1. General Associate House Bank Contract Information:           

2. General Rules for Deposits:

 

*These items must be endorsed and deposited the same day as received



CASH HANDLING POLICY CONT.
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Keep your safe deposit box key on your person at all times.

Your cash drawer must always be locked when not in use.

You are fully responsible for the contracted amount in your house bank and any and all overages/shortages.

You are the only person authorized to use your house bank. Do not allow a fellow associate or Manager to use you bank

or have access to your cash drawer. If you do allow another associate to use your house bank you are responsible for

overages/shortages.

Always count your cash in a protected area away from traffic and out of guests site.

Keep unauthorized personnel out of your cashier area. Report offenders to your Supervisor or the Manager on Duty.

Always maintain the exact amount of your bank, as issued, in your safe deposit box. There are no circumstances that

warrant your bank being less than the amount issued.

Do not allow the key to your bank to fall into the hands of another person.

No personal items of any kind should be kept in your house bank.

If you are to be away from the hotel for (5) five days or more, you are to drop (turn in) your bank. Failure to do so may

result in disciplinary action. 

In the event of a Loss of Key to your safety deposit box there will be a charge of $100.00 , equivalent to the cost incurred

by the hotel to drill and replace the lock, deducted from the associates paycheck, for replacement of the lock.

In the event of termination of employment if the key is not returned to the general cashier there will be approximately a

fee $100.00 fee* (payroll deduction) for replacing the lock.

House bank is found to be over/short during an audit

Unexplained cash shortage of $15.00 or more

Three (3) explained cash shortages of $15.00 or more

Cumulative unexplained cash over/shortage of $50.00 or more within any 30 days

Missing or lost deposit

Forgetting to sign deposit log

Failure to input deposit in SecureDrop

Signing the wrong day’s log

Not dropping checks daily

Not dropping Petty Cash

Missing or lost F&B check (if using a manual check system)

Missing or lost credit card vouchers

3. General Rules for Associate House Banks:

      

*equivalent to the cost incurred by hotel to drill and replace lock

Cash Over/Short Reporting and Procedure:

1. All occurrences of over/shorts require a written response from the associate and the associates’ supervisor on the 

 “Cashier’s Variance Report” form within 72 hours of variance. 

2. Failure to properly handle cash may result in removal from cash handling position and may result in disciplinary action up

to and including termination.

3.  The following are counted as one (1) occurrence of poor cash handling and may result formal discipline up to and

including termination. A follow up in writing must occur within 72 hours for any variance over $15.00 (using the “Cashier’s

Variance Report” form). This follow should be submitted directly to the Director of Finance. 
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CASH HANDLING POLICY CONT. AND
ATTENDANCE & PUNCTUALITY
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

The associate must be out of cash handling for a minimum of 90 days

A manager must request reinstatement in writing demonstrating that the associate will not have trouble in the future

The Director of Finance and Human Resources Director must approve request.

1st Occurrence: The associate will complete the “Cashier’s Variance Report” form with his/her supervisor. Violation may

result in discipline per Omni disciplinary procedures.

 

2nd Occurrence: The associate will complete the “Cashier’s Variance Report” form with his/her supervisor. Violation may

result in discipline per Omni disciplinary procedures and the associate may be removed from the cash handling position.

3rd Occurrence: The associate will complete the “Cashier’s Variance Report” form with his/her supervisor. Violation may

result in discipline per Omni disciplinary procedures and the associate will be removed from the cash handling position.

Note: Any single unexplained variance of $100.00 or more will be treated as a 3rd Occurrence and may result in immediate removal from the cash handling

position as well as disciplinary action up to and including termination. All individual unexplained shortages of $100.00 or more will be reported to the Area

Director of Finance within 24 hours.

4. Once an associate is removed from cash handling, reinstatement is not likely. The following

procedure is used for reinstatement:

ATTENDANCE & PUNCTUALITY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

You are an essential member of our team and teamwork is the very heart of our

organization. It’s important that you are prompt and maintain satisfactory attendance.

You are responsible for knowing your posted work schedule and reporting to work

accordingly. Failure to do so impacts the quality of service we are able to offer our

guests and places an unfair burden on your co-workers.

11



CASH HANDLING POLICY
Summary

DO: Take a written and practical test prior to being authorized to handling cash.

DON'T: Take your house bank or other cash received at work off property.

DON'T: Use your house bank for personal reasons.

DO: Count your bank/deposit prior to making deposit.

DO: Follow proper deposit procedure 

DO: Keep your bank at contracted amount. Apply shortages to your deposit.

DO: Keep your safe deposit box key on your person at all times.

DO: Keep your cash drawer locked when not in use.

DON'T: Share your bank with anyone. 

DON'T: Count your cash in guests site.

DO: Turn your bank in if you will be away from the hotel for (5) five days or more.

Overages/Shortages will receive documentation.

Failure to properly handle cash may result in removal from cash handling position

and other disciplinary actions.

You are responsible for knowing your work schedule and reporting accordingly. 

SUMMARY
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CALL INS AND TARDINESS & DEVIATION
FROM WORK SCHEDULES
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

When it is impossible for associates to report for work on time or work the scheduled shift they are required to notify

their immediate Manager personally. This must be done at least 2 hours in advance of the start of the scheduled shift.

Associates must explain the reason for the absence or tardiness and when they expect to be able to report to work.

If the manager is not available, associates are to contact another designated Manager within the department. 

If a Department Manager is not available, associates are to contact the Loss Prevention Department. 

The Loss Prevention Department will log the associate’s name, Department, time of call and reason for the call in.

In addition to contacting the Loss Prevention Department, associates are still responsible for personally speaking with

their Manager at some point during the scheduled shift.

Not calling out properly may result in disciplinary action, up to and including possible termination.

Associates are required to be at their work station at the start of their scheduled shift.

When associates realize that they will be tardy, they are to make every effort to notify their Manager prior to their

scheduled start time. Associates should be prepared to explain the reason for their tardiness and their expected report

time.

Tardiness is defined as 7 minutes or more after the scheduled start time. Excessive tardiness will result in appropriate

disciplinary action, up to and including possible termination. 

Repeated late arrivals of shorter durations may also be grounds for disciplinary action.

Exceptions may be made for uncontrollable events such as severe weather or documented interruptions of public

transportation that associates rely upon to come to work. These instances will be determined and approved by the

Director of Human Resources and/or General Manager.

Late returns from breaks/lunches, leaves during the day and early leaves at the end of the day are also considered

deviations to the work schedule.

Any trend or pattern of missed punches or failure to log in and out times may result in disciplinary action, up to and

including possible termination.

TARDINESS AND DEVIATIONS FROM WORK SCHEDULES 
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ABSENCES, SHIFT DEVIATION, MEDICAL
RELEASES, & MANDATORY MEETINGS
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Associates are expected to be at their work stations as scheduled.

Discipline will be administered for unauthorized absences from the work station. Examples of this include prolonged

wanderings around property when on the way to complete another task, being in unauthorized areas, etc.

Associates must work at least half of their scheduled shift, in order for it not to be counted as an absence.

Exceptions to this include leaving early due to business needed when the scheduled shift has been shortened by the

Manager and/or when a request for early release has received prior approval of the Manager.

In the event of an absence due to illness of 3 days or more, a doctor’s medical release will be required prior to the

associate returning to the workplace. 

Additionally, depending upon the circumstances, a medical release may be requested to verify an absence due to

the associate’s illness or injury of any duration. 

Medical releases should be submitted directly to the Benefits Manager/Associate Services Center prior to returning

to work.

Medical certification may be requested to verify an associate’s absence (of any duration) due to illness or injury.

Failure to return to work as scheduled or to provide the requested documents will lead to disciplinary action, up to

and including possible termination.

Leaving before the end of the shift, without prior management approval, is considered an abandonment of shift.

These occurrences will be considered a resignation without notice.

Attendance at scheduled mandatory meetings is not optional and failure to attend may result in discipline. 

Associates that are only scheduled for the meeting are to receive no less than a minimum of 2 hours pay for

attending the scheduled meeting. 

UNAUTHORIZED ABSENCE FROM THE WORK PLACE

LEAVING THE SHIFT EARLY

MEDICAL RELEASES

ABANDONMENT OF SHIFT

MANDATORY MEETINGS
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NO CALL NO SHOWS, MISCELLANEOUS,
& DISCIPLINE
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

1 No Call No Show will result in documentation of a Written Warning 1.

2 No Call No Shows will result in documentation of a Commitment to Success.

3 No Call No Shows are considered an abandonment of position and an immediate resignation without notice.

Any No Call No Show during the 90 Day introductory period may be cause for termination

Approved leaves such as PTO, Jury Duty and approved leaves of absence are not considered “absences” under this

policy.

Lost work time due to leaves as a result of a work related injury, is not considered an absence under this policy.

Appointments for doctor’s visits, therapy, etc. are to be scheduled outside of the associate’s scheduled shift.

Associates are to consult the Benefits Manager concerning any questions they may have on Worker’s Compensation

related needs.

When calculating lost time, illnesses that result in the loss of 2 or more consecutive workdays are considered 1

absence under this policy.

Sometimes, an associate’s request for time off can not be honored, based upon business needs. Occasionally,

associates will “call-out” on the day they had previously been denied. These instances will be considered an abuse

of the attendance policy and will result in discipline on the first occurrence.

Discipline is to be administered on a progressive basis and in conjunction with other disciplinary issues.

A tardy, variation of schedule and/or any absences are considered “occurrences”.

3 occurrences of any combination (tardy, variation to schedule and/or absence) in a rolling 30 day period will result

in progressive discipline. 

Patterns of attendance issues or abuse of the attendance policy will result in discipline, appropriate to the level of

the offense, including possible termination.

No call/No show 

Any No Call No Show during the 90 Day introductory period may be cause for termination.

1 No Call No Show receives at minimum a Written Warning 1.

2 No Call No Shows receives at minimum a Commitment to Success.

3 No Call No Shows are considered an abandonment of position.

CONSECUTIVE NO CALL NO SHOW

Arriving to work 30 minutes or more past your scheduled start time without proper notice is considered a no call no

show. 

MISCELLANEOUS

DISCIPLINE
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DEVIATION FROM WORK SCHEDULES,
MEDICAL RELEASES, & MEETINGS
SUMMARY

12

DO: Notify Manager 2 hrs+ prior to missing or being late for a shift.

DO: Explain why you will be late or absent

DO: Be at work station, in proper uniform, at scheduled shift time.

DO: Have a medical release when missing 3+ shifts. 

DO: Give medical documentation to ASC prior to returning to work.

DON'T: Leave a shift without approval from a manager

DO: Attend all meetings.

DO: Read all "NO CALL NO SHOWS, MISCELLANEOUS, & DISCIPLINE"

policies.

Not calling out properly may result in disciplinary action, up to and

including possible termination.

Disciplinary actions may be given for: Tardiness (7 min. or more past

scheduled start time), repeated late arrivals, unauthorized absences,

leaving shifts early, and missed mandatory meetings).

SUMMARY



APPEARANCE AND GROOMING POLICY
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Always Remember that We are Hospitality Professionals 

All Omni associates must prepare themselves for a professional work atmosphere and must maintain a positive and

professional image for our guests. You are responsible for adherence to the Omni Hotels Grooming and Appearance

policy, included within the Omni Hotels Associate Handbook, and adherence to the Omni Nashville Hotel’s Appearance and

Grooming Policy detailed within. If any of the permitted specifications below can be considered a safety or sanitary hazard

based on position responsibilities, stricter guidelines will apply.

As a representative of Omni Hotels, you are expected to take pride and care in your personal appearance, dress and

general grooming. An associate who fails to meet the applicable dress and grooming standards may be sent home, with

loss of pay, to correct deficiencies in his/her grooming or attire. More specific guidelines will be provided to you at

orientation.

Leadership may send associates home without pay for not following the Omni Nashville Hotel’s Appearance & Grooming

policy.

All Associates

All associates should keep their hair neat, clean and conservatively styled. Any extreme look, such as shaving, sculpting, or

carving of the head and eyebrows and/or spiking of the hair is not permitted.Your hair should not fall on your face or

obstruct eye contact with others. You must keep your fingernails clean, neatly trimmed and moderate in length.

Uniforms should be clean, neat and pressed at all times. Hats are not permitted unless they are considered part of the

uniform. This does not include headbands and other headband like items, however does include items greater than an inch

in diameter. Shoes must be closed-toed for safety purposes. Your supervisor may require specific styles and colors. Shoes

must be kept in good repair. Sandals, and flip flops are not permitted in any area, including the pool bar.

NAME TAGS: Are not required in Barlines

PINS, INSIGNIA, BADGES, BUTTONS, OR SIMILAR ITEMS: Are not permitted unless approved by Leadership.

GUM CHEWING: Is not permitted.
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APPEARANCE & GROOMING POLICY CONT.
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

BARLINES & BONGO JAVA exception: Non-traditional colors and styles will be allowed but should be kept in

moderation. Extreme styles such Mohawks and shaved designs are not acceptable.

BARLINES & BONGO JAVA exception: Non-traditional colors and styles will be allowed but should be kept in

moderation. Extreme styles such Mohawks and shaved designs are not acceptable.

WOMEN

HAIR: Hair may be stylish but must be professionally cut, neatly combed, brushed, trimmed, and clean. Hair color must be of

a traditional natural shade and extreme styles and/or coloring are not acceptable (with the exception of Barlines & Bongo

Java associates). Hair ornaments, including elastic bands, ponytail holders, barrettes, combs, headbands, are limited to a

simple, professional style, worn inconspicuously and should be of a solid black, brown or navy color. Braids, if worn must not

exceed ¼ inch in width and must be worn close to the head. If braids are longer than shoulder length, they must be pulled

back neatly. All Food & Beverage associates should have their hair pulled back neatly and away from the face. Hats are

required to be worn in Culinary positions.

MAKEUP/NAILS: Makeup (lipstick, blush, eye shadow, eye liner, concealer, etc.) should not be extreme or dramatic in color

or application, and must be conservatively applied. Nails must always remain at a moderate length. Nail polish should be

one color on all fingers and limited to clear, French, or conservative shades. Designs are not permitted and polish is not to

be chipped.  

JEWELRY: Rings are limited to one per hand with a wedding set counting as one. Earrings are limited to a matched pair

and must be worn only at the bottom of the earlobe. Earrings must be simple and cannot exceed 1" in diameter and length.

No more than one necklace, one watch and one bracelet may be worn at a time. All jewelry must be tasteful, silver or gold,

pearl or professional bead/stone and may contain conservative colors. Ankle bracelets, toe rings, teeth ornaments and/or

body jewelry (eyebrow rings, tongue rings, toe rings, etc.) are not permitted.

MEN

HAIR: Hair may be stylish but must be professionally cut, neatly combed, brushed, trimmed, and clean. Hair color must be of

a traditional natural shade and extreme styles and/or coloring are not acceptable (with the exception of Barlines & Bongo

Java associates). Length of hair is not to extend beyond the top of the collar and should not be more than 2 inches in

length away from the scalp. Braids, dreadlocks, and ponytails should not be visible. Hats are required to be worn in Culinary

positions.

FACIAL HAIR: Beards, mustaches and goatees are permitted and must be kept trimmed, neatly shaven and at a

professional length close to the face. Associates with sideburns should keep them neatly trimmed, with no sculpting or

designs, and should not extend past the earlobe. Beards, mustaches and goatees must be fully grown in while away from

work. A “5 o’clock shadow”, long goatee, Elvis sideburns, under lip patches, etc. do not meet these requirements.  

MAKEUP/NAILS: Nail color/make up is not permitted.

JEWELRY: Rings are limited to one per hand. One watch and one simple bracelet are permitted. Rings, watches and

bracelets must be silver or gold. Teeth ornaments and/or body jewelry (eyebrow rings, tongue rings, toe rings, etc.) are not

permitted.

BARLINES & BONGO JAVA exception: Visible tattoos cannot be offensive, contain nudity and/or profanity. Tattoos on

the face are not permitted under any circumstance. Clothing or other coverings must be worn to cover tattoos outside

of these limitations.

BARLINES & BONGO JAVA exception: Piercings are limited to one nose piercing and up to 4 piercings in each ear.

Nose piercings must be a stud and ear piercings must be moderate in size. Gages are not permitted.

TATTOOS: Are not to be visible at any time and should be covered completely with clothing or make-up (with the exception

of Barlines & Bongo Java associates). 

VISIBLE BODY PIERCINGS: Are not permitted (with the exception of Barlines & Bongo Java associates).
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APPEARANCE AND GROOMING POLICY
Summary

15

DO: Keep hair neat, clean and conservatively styled. 

DON'T: Shave, sculpt, or carve head or eyebrows, or spike hair.

DO: Pull hair away from face, as to not obstruct eye contact with others. 

DO: Keep your fingernails clean, neatly trimmed and moderate in length.

DO: Keep uniforms clean, neat, and pressed at all times. 

DON'T: Wear hats, including headbands, etc. greater than an inch in diameter. 

DO: Wear close toed shoes including at the pool bar. 

DO: Keep shoes and uniform in good repair. 

DON'T: Wear pins, insignia, buttons, etc., unless approved by Leadership.

DON'T: Chew gum

DO: Read entire gender specific policy.

DON'T: Have offensive tattoos including nudity and/or profanity

DON'T: Have tattoos on the face

ALLOWED: One nose piercing and up to 4 piercings in each ear.

PARAMETERS: Nose piercings must be a stud and ear piercings must be moderate

in size. Gages are not permitted.

NAME TAGS: Are not required in Barlines

Barlines Specific:

SUMMARY



UNIFORM POLICIES
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Barlines Bartender: Custom work shirt, dark jeans, black belt, and black slip resistant shoes. 

Barlines Host/Door, Server, Barback & Food Runner: Gray shirt with Barlines silk screen logo, dark jeans, black belt and

Black slip resistant shoes.

Pool Attendant: Orange polo shirt, khaki utility shorts, black shoes.

UNIFORMED ASSOCIATES 

T-shirts (undershirts) worn under uniforms must be black with no colors or markings. T-shirts may be crew cut or v-neck

depending on uniform style. Belts and socks should be black. 

All uniform shirts should be tucked in appropriately to pants, unless otherwise specified. All uniform shirts should be

buttoned appropriately, with no more than one button unbuttoned. Pants are to be worn at the waistline. 

Any outerwear on top of uniform shirts requires the prior approval of management. 

Slip resistant shoes do not include tennis shoes or sneakers. 

Uniform standards may change from time to time. Associates will be notified of uniform changes, as applicable.

Acknowledgement of acceptance of this policy applies to future uniform changes. 

Should an associate begin work prior to receiving a uniform, management will assign appropriate attire on a case by case

basis. 

 

Shoes should be all black

UNIFORMS BY DEPARTMENT

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
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Barlines

Hours: 11a-130a

Serving: Grub & Drinks

Summary: A music and sports entertainment lounge

featuring live music throughout the week. The music

sets the tone and energy of Barlines. With a stage

and over 20 large TV screens you’ll be entertained by

great music while cheering on your favorite sports

teams. Serving a touch of Southern comfort food

along with “Speakeasy” Classic Cocktails from the

past to today’s ever popular drinks it’s the perfect

place to socialize and have a great time while in

Nashville.

Bob’s Steak and Chop House

Hours: Monday-Thursday 5P-10P, Friday and Saturday

5P-11P, closed Sunday

Serving: Dinner & Cocktails

Summary: Located on the lobby level, Bob’s Steak &

Chop House is ranked as one of the top steakhouses

in the country. USDA Prime Beef seasoned and

broiled perfectly, the salads are huge, the shrimp are

monsters and the bread is to die for. Our service is

experienced, the wine list is extensive and the drinks

stiff. If you’re not a regular already, come by and let

us prove why we’re so proud of what we do.

In Room Dining

Hours: Breakfast (6a-11a), All Day Dining (11a-11p),

Dinner (5p-10p), Late Night (11p-6a)

Summary: Enjoy a sumptuous meal, light snacks and

exquisite desserts in the privacy of your room.

Complete bar packages and hors d’oeuvre selections

are available for hospitality room needs. Our Chef

would be delighted to help accommodate your

specific dining needs. 800 guest rooms and services

spa and patio. Available 24-hours daily.

OMNI
NASHVILLE
OUTLETS

Bongo Java

Hours: 6a-7p

Serving: Coffee/Grab & Go Items

Summary: The perfect coffee house and hang out

featuring indoor/outdoor seating. A Nashville Coffee

Café Company, serving only certified organic and

FairTrade coffee. Dark Roasted Coffee and

handcrafted Espresso Drinks along with fresh baked

“Goodies” all day long. A coffee house with its own

local personality, engaging barista’s that take pride

in their trade.

Kitchen Notes

Hours: Breakfast (630a-11a), Lunch (11a-2p), Supper

(5p-10p), Lobby Service – Cocktails and Apps (4p-

10p)

Serving: Southern Dishes

Summary: Traditional casual Southern dishes created

from memorable family recipes handed down from

generation to generation. Offers farm fresh and

sustainable food, along with treasured handwritten

family recipes with additional cooking notes from

making the perfect biscuit to fried green tomatoes.

The biscuit bar, offering biscuits throughout the day, 

 will be the focal point of Kitchen Notes featuring

biscuit recipes from the past to today from well

known Southern chefs and celebrities. 166 seats/2

private dining rooms.

Pool Bar

Hours: Seasonal - Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 11a-

10p (weather permitting)

Summary: Enjoy the stunning views of downtown

Nashville while soaking up the sun on our rooftop

pool located on the fourth level. With a whirlpool, fire

pit, and cabanas, it’s the perfect place to relax and

unwind. Our seasonal outdoor pool bar features a

full service bar, modified food menu and HDTVs.
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Tennessee became a state in 1796, 17 years after settler’s landed on the shores off the Cumberland. Nashville

was settled on Christmas Day in 1779 and settler’s held celebrations after safely disembarking on the shores of

the Cumberland River, a spot now commemorated on First Avenue North with a replica of the original Fort

Nashborough. Nashville became the Tennessee state capital from 1812-1815 and then permanently in 1843. 

 Nashville’s first “celebrity,” the noted frontiersman and Congressman Davy Crockett was known far and wide

for his colorful stories and fiddle playing. 

Into the 1800s, Nashville grew to become a national center for music publishing. The first around-the-world tour

by a musical act was by the Fisk Jubilee Singers from Nashville’s Fisk University. Their efforts helped fund the

school’s mission of education freed slaves after the Civil War – and also put Nashville on the map as a global

music center. Upon playing for the Queen of England, the queen stated the Fisk Jubilee Singers must come

from the “Music City.”

In 1925, WSM radio station was established and began hosting the live broadcast known as the Grand Ole

Opry, further securing Nashville’s reputation as a musical center and sparking the nickname “Music City”. The

Opry, still staged live every week, is America’s longest-running radio show, in continuous production for more

than 85 years. It ignited the career of hundreds of country stars and lit the fuse for Nashville to explode into a

geographic for touring and recording. The modern-day empire of Music Row, a collection of recording studios,

recording labels, entertainment offices and other music-associated business, populated the area around 16th

and 17th Avenues South.

Nashville has also long been known as the “Songwriting Capital of the World.” Songwriters, of every genre,

from all over the world come to Music City to learn the art and share their passion of songwriting. The famous

Bluebird Café showcases songwriters performing their original music in an intimate “in the round” setting that

was created in Nashville and allows them to share the stories of inspiration behind their songs.

In recent years, cable television has broadcast Music City’s stars and music to the world. CMT and GAC have

taken country music to a new level of acclaim and recognition. The gospel music series hosted by Nashville’s

Bobby Jones on Black Entertainment is now cable’s longest-running program.

Nashville has also become a hub for Pop, Rock, Bluegrass, Americana, Jazz, Classical, Contemporary 

Christian, Blues, and Soul music. Rolling Stone recently gave Nashville the title of “Best Musical Scene.” 

Artists like Robert Plant, Kid Rock, Black Eyed Peas, Bon Jovi, and Michael Buble, among 

many others, have come to Music City to write and record. Names like Kings of Leon, 

The Black Keys, Michael McDonald, Keb’ Mo’, Sheryl Crow, Paramore, Hot Chelle Rae,  

and Jack White have chosen to call Nashville home.

Live music can be seen and heard every day and night of the week in Nashville. The 

world-famous honky tonks, located on Broadway, offer free live music 365 days a year. And with more than 130

music venues around town ranging from large arenas and concert halls to small clubs and featuring nearly

every genre of music, it’s easy to see why this is the city that “music calls home.” 

HISTORY

ABOUT
NASHVILLE
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Elevation: Lowest point - 550 feet (168 meter), highest point – 1,100 feet (336 meters) 

Time: Central Standard (CST) early November – mid March; Central Daylight: April-October

Population

2012 Unemployment Rate: 6.1%

Business: Major industries in Nashville include: 

Management, Information, Administration, Professional, and Technical Services 19.0%

Retail Trade 15.0%

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 12.4%

Health care and Social Assistance 10.7%

Accommodation and Food Service 8.4%

Transportation, Warehousing, and Wholesale Trade 8.2%

Construction 8.2%

Manufacturing 8.2%

Education, Arts, Entertainment and Recreation 3.9%

Misc Services and Other 10.2%

           2011 Nashville – 649,112

           2011 MSA-1,631,801

           2012 Downtown Nashville – 6,320

            Automobile Production

            Finance, Health Care Management

            Higher Education, Insurance

            Music Production

            Printing & Publishing

            Technology Manufacturing

            Tourism

Companies headquartered in Nashville:

STATS AND DEMOGRAPHICS

 AIM Heathcare Services Inc.                     

American General Life & Accident Insurance/AIG

 Asurion

 Back Yard burgers

 BellSouth

 Big Idea Inc.      

 Broadcast Music Inc. – BMI

 Bridgestone/Firestone Americas

 Caremark

 Caterpillar Financial

 Central Parking Corp.

 Century II Staffing, Inc.

 CBRL Group Inc.:

(Cracker Barrel Old Country Stores 

and Logan’s Roadhouse)

 CLARCOR

 ClientLogic Corp.

 CAN Insurance (Life & Long-term Care)

 Cokesbury

 Community Health Systems Inc.

 Corrections Corporation of America

 Country Music Television

 Cumberland Swan Holdings Inc.

 Doane Pet Care Co.

 Dell Computer Corporation

Dollar General Corp.

 Firestone Tire and Rubber Company

Gaylord Entertainment Company

Genesco Inc. 

Gibson Guitar Corp./Baldwin Pianos

Gideons International 

 Griffin Technology 

HCA

 Ingram Industries Inc.      

 Jonas Brothers Construction Co.

 Keystone Education & Youth Services

 Lifeway Christian Resources

 Louisiana Pacific

 Nashville Wire Products Manufacturing Co. Inc.

 National Federation of Independent Businesses

 National Healthcare Corp.

 Nissan Motor Manufacturing USA

 O’Charley’s Inc.

Ozburn Hessey Logistics

 Quanta Computer

 Pinnacle Financial

 Primus Automotive Services

 Purity Diaries

 Randall House Publications

 Renal Care Group

Services Corporation Central Parking

 Shoney’s Inc.

 Star Transportation Inc.

 Tennsco Corp.

Thomas Nelson Inc.

 Tractor Supply Co.

 United Methodist Publishing House

 Universal Music

 Vanguard Health Systems

 Willis North America
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Cost of Living: Nashville consistently ranks among the lowest for cost-of-living in comparable cities across the nation.

The overall cost of living is 10.2% less that the national average, and 0.5% greater than the Tennessee average. All

components (groceries, housing, utilities, etc.) of cost-of-living are typically below the national average.

Average Weather/Climate:

Joel Owsley Cheek, a Nashville native, was the inventor of Maxwell House Coffee. The blend became so popular it

made Nashville the center of the nation’s coffee business in the early 20th century.

Nashville is the home to United Record Pressing, North America’s largest volume producing vinyl record plant.

Operating since 1949, Unites has pressed millions of records for artists like Miles Davis, Bob Dylan, the Beatles,

Beyonce, Justin Timberlake, Ludacris, Elvis Presley, Lionel Richie, Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera, and N’Sync, as

well as for numerous hip-hop and reggae musicians.

Oprah Winfrey was raised in Nashville by her father Vernon Winfrey. While a sophomore at Tennessee State

University (TSU), she was hired as a news anchor at WTVF-TV/News Channel 5, making her the first female and first

African American in Nashville to hold such a job.

Among the pioneers who settled Nashville was Rachel Donelson, daughter of Capt. Donelson, who would later

become the wife of President Andrew Jackson.

Three U.S. Presidents and one Vice President were from Tennessee:

Andrew Jackson (1829-1837)

James K. Polk (1845-1849)

Andrew Johnson (1865-1869, the first president to be impeached)

Albert Gore Jr. (1993-2001)

Tennessee was the last state to secede from the Union during the Civil War and the first state to be readmitted

after the war. East Tennesseans were strongly pro-Union, while West and middle Tennesseans were primarily on the

side of the Confederacy.

Belle Meade Plantation was famous for breeding thoroughbred horses. A horse bred at Belle Meade was the first

American horse to win the English Derby, as well as horses War Admiral, Seabiscuit, Funny Cide, Barbarro, and

Secretariat can trace their lineage to Bell Meade.  

The well-known songs “Bunny Hop” and “Hokey Pokey” were recorded in Nashville and “Jingle Bell Rock”              

 was written in Music City.

FUN FACTS
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Country Music Hall of Fame

This state-of-the-art facility features more than 40,000 square feet of country music artifacts.

Check for the Country Music Hall of Fame Current Exhibits. Some exhibits stay year round, and others are moving exhibits.

Music City Walk of Fame

Located across the street from the Country Music Hall of Fame, where music celebrities who lived, worked and played in

Nashville are commemorated with sidewalk stars.

RCA Studio B:

Tickets through the Country Music Hall of Fame. Tours start between 10:30a-2:30p. This famous studio has housed artists such

as Dolly Parton, Waylon Jennings, and Elvis recorded over 250 of his hit songs here.

Wildhorse Saloon:

Daily free line-dance lessons. Family friendly. Located on 2nd Ave. South between Broadway and Commerce.

Ryman Auditorium:

Since 1892, the world’s greatest stars have headlined the Ryman Auditorium, the original home to the Grand Ole Opry. You

record your own song in the Ryman recording studio or take a self-guided tour of the “Mother Church of Country Music”. The

Ryman also hosts diverse artists such as: Jon Bon Jovi, Tony Bennett, Bonnie Raitt, Keith Urban, and Kings of Leon for concerts

on a weekly basis. 

Jonny Cash Museum:

Hosts many never-before-seen documents, awards, costumes, and instruments. The museum is a real tribute to The Man in

Black.

Broadway (aka Honkytonk Highway)

Live music from 11a-2. Tootsie’s Orchid Lounge, Legends Corner, Second Fiddle, Honky Tonk Central, The Stage, Bluegrass Inn,

and Robert’s Western World are all experts at serving up cool longnecks and hot country music. You never know who you’ll see

in these lower Broadway clubs in the shadow of the Ryman. Willie Nelson, Kris Kristofferson, and other stars began their career

at Tootsie’s.

Schermerhorn:

If you want to enjoy a more classical show, take in a performance by the Grammy-award winning Nashville Symphony

featuring a jazz and traditional classical season.

Frist Museum:

18 and under ALWAYS free! An art museum located in the old Nashville Post Office on the West side of Broadway. Features

many stable exhibits along with several traveling ones. Family friendly. Take an audio or self guided tour through our galleries

to view all the masterpieces on the wall, or tap into your own creativity by creating your own sculpture in the hands on Martin

ArtQuest Gallery. 

Trolley Hop On/Off Tour:

Begin your visit in Nashville by taking in the historic and music-filled downtown scene on the Music City Hop On/Hop off Tour.

Hop off at your leisure at historic spots. 

Printer’s Alley:

During prohibition in the 1930s, many of the local printers established boot-legging in their basements located in downtown’s

Printers Alley. When alcohol was legal once again, the bars simply remained there — and are still operational today.

THINGS TO DO

DOWNTOWN (within walking distance of the hotel)

The Grand Ole Opry:

The stars of the Grand Ole Opry perform every Tuesday, Friday and Saturday night with guest appearances by the biggest

names in music. With more than 85 years under its belt, it’s the world’s longest-running radio broadcast and shows no signs of

slowing down.

The Hermitage: 

Three U.S. Presidents called Tennessee home - Andrew Jackson, James K. Polk, and Andrew Johnson. You can revisit the past

at The Hermitage, Home of President Andrew Jackson. 

OUT OF DOWNTOWN (NOT within walking distance of the hotel)
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Grassmere Zoo:
Open 9a-6p. Parking $5. Nashville Zoo’s, Gibbon Island, and Meerkat Habitats were voted by the cable network Animal Planet

as the best exhibits of their kind in the country. The two habitats were featured on Animal Planet’s “Ultimate Zoo” for their

natural beauty and ability to immerse zoo guests into the creatures’ environment. The newest exhibit open is the Kangaroo

exhibit opened September 2013.

Civil War Sites:

Belle Meade Plantation, Lotz House, Carter House, Carnton Plantation, Traveller’s Rest Plantation and Museum. 

Historic Downtown Franklin:

Located “14 miles and 100 years from Nashville”. A National Register 16-block Southern hospitality district filled with antique

shops, gift and book stores, restored historic homes and more. 

Music Row: 

Located at 16th and 17th Avenue South (also called Music Square East and Music Square West respectively) along with several

side streets, is home to hundreds of businesses related to the country music, gospel music, and Contemporary Christian music

industries. Music Row is widely considered the heart of Nashville’s entertainment industry. In this area, one will find the offices

of numerous record labels, publishing houses, music licensing firms, recording studios, video production houses, along with

other businesses who serve the music industry, as well as radio networks, and radio stations.

Tennessee State Museum:

One of the largest museums in the nation with more than 60,000 square feet of permanent exhibits and a 10,000 square-foot

changing exhibition hall.

Sam Davis Home and Museum:

The home of the “Boy Hero of the Confederacy”.

General Jackson Showboat:

A dinner cruise located in the same parking lot as the Grand Ole Opry and Opry Hill Mall. Sets sail at 12p/7p. 

Home of the Stars Tours:

A 3 hour tour leaving between 9a-130p daily.

Includes free pickup from most Nashville hotels.

Has child rates.

Visits homes of celebrities such as: Taylor Swift, Toby Keith, Kid Rock, Kellie Pickler, Ronnie Dunn, Dolly Parton, Garth Brooks &

Trisha Yearwood, Dierks Bentley, Caleb & Jared Followill of the Kings of Leon, Charles Kelley & Hillary Scott of Lady

Antebellum, Julianne Hough of Dancing with the Stars, Lori Ann Crook of Crook & Chase, Janis Ian, Martina McBride, Jack

White, Ronnie Milsap, and more.

Adventure Science Center: 

10a-5p open every day except Thanksgiving and Christmas. Hands on science center with planetarium. 

Bluebird Cafe:

Take in a show at Bluebird Café, where patrons can enjoy songwriters performing in an intimate “in the round setting” – a true

Nashville experience:

Cheekwood Botanical Gardens:

A must-see, with a rotating exhibition schedule, events and breathtaking gardens to explore

The Gulch:

Travel over to The Gulch and see how it has perfectly combined its industrial background with a contemporary style to create

and area of upscale restaurants and vibrant nightlife. After shopping at Two Old Hippies, a store lined with collections of rock

‘n’ roll memorabilia, get a home-brewed drink at Yazoo Brewery.

Marathon Village – (aka Nashville’s Creative Neighborhood):

From Corsair Artisan Distillery, a craft distillery that makes high-quality spirits in small batches, to Antique Archaeology,

created from Mike Wolfe’s American Pickers on the History Channel, enjoy the unique complex created for artists,

photographers and designer studios.

Capitol:

Tennessee’s capitol is one of the oldest operating capitols in America. The distinctive tower of the building is designed after

the monument of Lysicrates in Athens, Greece. The architect William Strickland considered the capitol his crowning

achievement and chose to be entombed above the cornerstone. Additionally, James K. Polk and his wife are buried on the

grounds of the capitol.

Centennial Park/The Parthenon:

The world’s only full-scale reproduction of the ancient Parthenon in Athens, Greece. The Parthenon houses an art gallery and

museum as well as Athena Parthenon; a 42 foot statue earning the title of the largest indoor statue in the Western world.
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SERVICE ETIQUETTE
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Always give the proper salutation: “Good morning/afternoon/evening, thank you for calling Barlines at the Omni

Nashville Hotel, My name is (your name). How may I assist you?”

Speak clearly so you can be understood.

A smile on your face while you are talking on the phone will reflect in your voice.

Give a positive impression of the hotel to all callers.

Use a comfortable speaking pace that does not become too rushed, mechanical, or indifferent.

Show consideration and sincerity. Be attentive.

Do not use slang or hotel jargon; use good grammar.

Always be courteous and polite.

Listen carefully and repeat all information when taking messages.

Ask callers for permission before placing on hold.

Learn and practice all hospitality standards and service standards.

Guest’s questions are answered correctly.

Address guest by name, use guest’s name as often as possible.

All guests greeted with a smile and eye contact.

Maintain good posture. Remain stationary until conversation is completed.

Always volunteer to assist guest with requests. Don’t wait to be asked.

Maintain an “on stage” mentality of courtesy and professionalism.

Make sure guests feel pampered and welcomed.

Maintain confidentiality of all guests, including celebrities, in the hotel.

Guest room number information is kept private, never verbalize so others can hear.

No eating, drinking, smoking, gum chewing at work.

Associates do not congregate in groups (more than 3 people).

Should a guest ask for assistance, their request becomes a priority. If you can serve it, then do so in a quick and

efficient manner. If not, clearly communicate their request to the supervisor.

Requests from repeat guests are anticipated and expedited automatically.

Telephone Etiquette

Procedure:

Interaction with Guest Etiquette

Expectations:



SERVICE ETIQUETTE
These guidelines apply to all

employees of Omni Hotels & Resorts

Verbiage Etiquette – What to say and what not to say to guests and other associates

Below is a list of words/phrases that are used in casual conversation, but have appropriate alternatives for four-star

service. The words we use have an impact on the atmosphere of the hotel and therefore, the guest’s experience. Our goal

is to create a comfortably luxurious atmosphere for very distinguishing guests.

Remember it is not only the words we use, but also how we use them. Some of these can be deemed appropriate in certain

situations but exceptions should be made sparingly.

INAPPROPRIATE

Sorry about that.

(In Person) Hang on/Hold on.

Wait!

Do you want/need?

What do you want/need?

Yeah!

You’re welcome.

Can’t

We/You can’t.

Bye-Bye!

I don’t know.

Sure!

Okay!

No problem.

APPROPRIATE

I apologize (for the inconvenience).

Please excuse me for a moment.

I’ll be right with you.

Would you like?

How may I assist you?

Yes sir/ma’am!

It was my pleasure.

Unable/Not allowed/Restricted/prohibited due to….

Unfortunately, we are unable to do so at this time, the reason is …

Thank you Sir/Ma’am!

I’m not sure but I will find out and let you know

Certainly! I will do that immediately.

Certainly/Absolutely.

My pleasure/This is not a problem.

When a guest comes to you with a complaint, it is an opportunity to impress with your concern, response and empathy.

Put yourself in the guest’s position. Even if you believe them to be wrong, try to understand how they could come to

perceive the situation in the way they are.

Remember that YOU ARE EMPOWERED to resolve a problem and compensate the inconvenienced guest before going

to a manager.  

More than any monetary compensation, most of our guests will appreciate a sincere apology and expression of

concern.

If you feel uncomfortable resolving the issue, you may always consult a manager. 

Document the problem with a manager so corrective action can be taken. 

Try to have the guest, not dwelling on the problem, but praising how the problem was handled.

Handling Guest Complaints/Appeasements

Procedure:

POSSIBLE SCENARIOS

Spilled drink on guest

Long wait for food

Food quality

SUGGESTED RECOVERY 

procedure/compensation)

Offer reimbursement for dry cleaning expense 

or free processing through hotel service.

Offer complimentary dessert.

Offer replacement or substitution.

Void item from check if not replaced

RESOLUTION PROCESS

Alert Manager on Duty of situation. Manager will

document incident and supply information for

reimbursement.

Alert Manager on Duty of situation. Ring in a

separate check for complimentary food items. 

Alert Manager on Duty. Manager will review

severity of complaint and react to assure service

recovery.
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Thank the guest for their patience if they had to wait.

At 10 feet of guest, make eye contact and smile.

At 5 feet of guest, greet properly.

Engage in light conversation to make guest feel welcome.

Listen empathetically to the guest if they had a bad day.

Handle all guest complaints, concerns, and/or special needs

promptly. Followed up by asserting the manager.

Maintain smile and eye contact throughout the encounter.

Moments of Service - 

Things that apply to everyone, all the time

MOMENTS OF
SERVICE
(MOS)
HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

34

These 'Moments of Service' are a very important part of the

Omni Hotels & Resort culture. Because of our continued

dedication to our guests and providing them with the highest

standard of service, tests on these values will be given

throughout your time as an associate. This will assure you

understand these expectations and continually apply these in

every shift. 

A written test discussing the overall 'Moments of Service' will be

given following a training, or series of trainings, provided by the

ASC department. This test will cover hotel wide policies and

procedures, and the 'Moments of Service' that apply to all Omni

Hotels & Resort associates.

Following an associate's training in their department, associates

will regularly be given an MOS test specific to that department.

These tests will focus on the needs of the guests while

interacting with the associate while on their shift, and be

administered by the outlet manager while monitoring the

associate on shift. 

Copies of the blank MOS tests can be obtained by asking your

manager, or contacting the ASC department. If you do not feel

your manager has provided you with the necessary tools to

apply these values and pass the 'MOS' tests, please contact

ASC so you can be provided with that training.



SAFETY AND
SECURITY

The item should be immediately brought to the

Restaurant Manager or Supervisor.

Items such as jewelry and money should be turned in to

Security immediately. When turning in valuables such as

these, a witness should be present i.e.: Director of

Security or Restaurant Manager.

The lost and found department will retrieve the item from

the Guest Room Attendant and begin the necessary

research.

A lost and found card will be completed for each lost

and found item. A card file should be kept.

All items will be placed in a bag or box with a copy of

the card attached.

If a phone number is obtained from the guest

information, it is required the lost and found department

attempt to call the guest. It is critical only the guest is

contacted. Do not leave a message in order to protect

the confidentiality of the guest.

Complete the lost and found log. Please ensure all

necessary information is completed.

The postage for all items mailed back to the guest are to

be paid for by the Omni Hotel and not the guest.

No items are to be removed from the outlet unless it is

absolutely determined the guest has left the outlet. When a

guest departs and leaves an item in the outlet, the following

should take place:

LOST AND FOUND
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BARLINES MANAGER OFFICE

615.761.3644

LOSS PREVENTION

615.761.3623

At the Omni Nashville Hotel, there are teams in place to assist with any situation, emergent or not. You should never

feel you are being placed in an uncomfortable position. The numbers below are for your use, and can be given to

guests asking for assistance. If 911 needs to be called, please alert a manager prior to making that call. 

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

f the guest picks up a lost and found item, ensure the guest provides proper identification and signs the lost and found log.

Alcoholic beverages should be discarded immediately.



The majority of all cleaning supplies should be stored in the Housekeeping Department. Issuance of cleaning

supplies must be controlled to prevent waste. 

All bottles must be properly labeled with OSHA mandated Material Safety Data Sheet information. The Material

Safety Data Sheet teaches the proper use and protective equipment of the chemical.

Material Safety Data Sheets must be available for each chemical used.

The Ecolab Oasis System is the Corporate mandated cleaning supply distribution system. The Oasis system

contains glass, all purpose, tub/tile and non-acid cleaners.

It is critical that chemicals not be mixed.Mixing chemicals can create a potentially hazardous environment.

Only supervisors are authorized to use all bleach based products.

It is critical that the Office Coordinators immediately report a chemical reaction to the skin such as burning,

itching etc. to the manager.

Gloves should be worn at all times when cleaning with chemicals.

Right to know law: the legal principle that the individual has the right to know the chemicals to which they may be

exposed in their daily living

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

CHEMICALS AND THE RIGHT TO KNOW LAW
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It is absolutely imperative you never touch any item with bodily fluids on it. If blood, vomit, fecal matter etc. needs

to be cleaned or syringes are found, please communicate this to the Housekeeping Department.

The hotel has a designated team, which is fully trained to handle any blood borne pathogen situation. The team

member will go to the location with all the proper cleaning supplies necessary to handle the clean up.

If for any reason you are exposed to a blood borne pathogen, you should immediately contact your manager.

BLOOD PATHOGENS

Face the object. Do not twist your body.

Bend your knees. Go down as far as possible with your legs, not your back.

Hold object close to your body. If the object can not be held close, do not lift it.Look straight ahead.

Lift with your legs and not your back. Use the large thigh muscles, not the small back muscles.

Limit the height of your lift. Lift a heavy load no higher than your waist. Lift a light load no higher than your

shoulders.Greater height sways the back.

Pivot on your feet. When you must turn with an object in hand, turn your whole body. Do not twist to set

the object down.Twisting while bending is a major cause of injury.

Whenever lifting objects over five pounds ensure you utilize the following procedures:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Combine these principles into one habit of lifting. It is not enough to bend your knees. If an item is too large

or too heavy to lift, then two people should lift it.

PROPER LIFTING PROCEDURES



If you discover a fire or see smoke in the hotel, immediately

pull the nearest fire alarm available. Then call the telephone

operator by dialing the hotel specific emergency number

(insert hotel specific emergency number). Remain calm and

never yell fire or exhibit any action, which may panic the

guests.

Give the operator your name, extent of the problem and the

exact location of the fire or suspected fire. The operator will

notify the fire department and will activate the Emergency

Response Team.

Assist guests who are evacuating the outlet areas. Direct

them to use the emergency stairwells.

If a fire can be easily extinguished with a fire extinguisher, do

so and then advise the operator and security of your actions.

Never endanger yourself!

Stand about 10 feet away from the fire. To use a fire

extinguisher brake the security tab and pull the pin out, hold

the hose directly at the base of the fire and sweep your hose

from one side of the fire to the other in a slow and direct

manner. Use all of the contents of the extinguisher until the

fire is out

PROCEDURES

FIRE AND EVACUATION
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Know your evacuation and alternative evacuation routes. Knowing this information prior to an emergency will help

you to remain calm in the event of an emergency. Before alerting the guests to danger, or evacuation plans, please

alert the manager who is the authorized associate, or will be in touch with the authorized associate, to make those

calls. 

EVACUATION PROCEDURES



JOB DESCRIPTION:

To provide an excellent dining experience for our

guests in an efficient and professional manner

while upholding Omni Hotels visions and values.

HOST/HOSTESS
POSITION



Look sharp – The Host/Hostess is the first and last person the guests see.

Smile

Be pleasant

Maintain correct posture at all times.

Greeting Guests:

Greet all guests within 10 seconds of arrival at entrance.

Look everyone in the eye and smile. 

Speak first and last. 

Use proper etiquette when speaking to guests, “Good morning/afternoon/evening. Welcome to Barlines.” 

Speak in a confident manner and clearly at a level that can be understood.

Be sincere and pleasant.

If you are busy when a guest arrives, acknowledge and assure you will be right with them.

Use guests name whenever possible.

NEVER stand with back to the door.

When two host/hostesses at the stand do not talk to each other and prolong acknowledging guests until they approach

stand. 

“Read” the guests’ seating needs – Determine size of party and other requirements (highchair, handicapped, etc.)

Using knowledge of the floor plan, table numbers and server sections, seat party.

Make sure table is cleaned and set PRIOR to seating party.

Walk with guests (at their pace).

Engage in friendly conversation with guests.

Always walk guests to the table – wait for guests to sit down. Inform them of specials for the day.

Keep host/hostess area clean and free from all personal items. 

Thank all guests as they leave. Make sure guests feel attended to from the moment they enter until the moment they leave. If

guest name is known, use upon leaving the restaurant.

Responsibilities

1.    Ensure compliance with health and safety codes and policies.

2.    Communicate effectively with peers, supervisors and subordinates.

3.    Exhibit a positive, enthusiastic attitude committed to a teamwork effort.

4.    Always use respect when speaking with you fellow associates.

5.    Knowledge of and adherence to all aspects of service standards and business process outlined in Barlines Training Manual.

6.    Be aware of guests in the restaurant and attentive to their needs.

7.    Have extensive knowledge of menus and prices.

8.    Assist guests in whatever way possible to ensure a pleasurable dining experience.

9.    Make the guests feel welcome.

10.  Must attend and participate in pre-shift meetings.

11.  Inform managers of comments related to quality and service from guests, both positive and negative.

12.  Knowledge of and compliance with all items covered in the Omni Hotels Employee Manual.

13.  Assume all duties and responsibilities as assigned by manager.

Host/Hostess Personal Steps of Service
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Notify manager of any VIP guests as they arrive.

Seating Procedures:

Our hosts are here primarily to welcome and engage our guests. 

Seating Guests:

Determine party size.

Make sure table is completely and properly set.

Escort party to the table.

Assist guests by pulling out chairs for them.

Open menus and present to guests – ladies first, host last.

Wish them a pleasant meal.

Ensure servers are aware of seated guests.

Inform servers of any special requests or details.

Seating considerations (Ex: disabilities and children):

Treat with courtesy as you would all guests.

Seat handicapped and/or elderly guests in convenient and accessible area ensuring:

Easy in and out

Not too long of walk

Not in a congested area

Not in loud part of restaurant (for elderly)

Remove table chair for guest in wheelchairs and for children in need of highchairs.

Face deaf guests when speaking, so lip reading is easily done.

Children:

Seat in areas where highchairs and booster chairs are stable and crumb/debris free

Seat in a non-traffic area.

Set up highchair/booster.

Present Omni coloring book with menu.

DO NOT leave guest in middle of the room.

Seating Problems:

Guests who ask to be re-sat: determine what they are looking for (not by the stage, window table, outside, inside, etc.)

so you may better accommodate their needs.

Local Information: Be prepared to answer questions regarding general information about the hotel, locations of local

attractions, ATM Machines and shopping areas. The hotel concierge should have a Local Information “Cheat Sheet”

available for you with pertinent information. Guest’s can be directed to the concierge for assistance with obtaining tickets

for sporting events, transportation and local attractions. 

Rest Room

ATM Machine

Hotel Meeting Room Location

Hotel Outlets and Hours of Operations

Access to Public Transportation

Location of Brochure Rack

Local Dining Options

The strongest form of advertising is “word of mouth”. Promote usage of the hotels restaurant outlets enthusiastically. 

Host Stand

Keep stand neat, clean, and organized with correct amount of supplies (pencils, pens, etc.) needed for shift.

Make sure all menus are wiped down and ready PRE-SHIFT.

No personal reading material or other belongs, unless previously authorized by a manager, are allowed on stand.

Seating

Host Stand presentation
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Host Skills Certification Checklist/MOS 
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SERVER
JOB DESCRIPTION:

To provide an excellent dining experience for our

guests in an efficient and professional manner

while upholding Omni Hotels visions and values.

SERVER/BARTENDER
POSITION

BARTENDER
JOB DESCRIPTION:

Provide timely, accurate and friendly service

while preparing the highest quality beverages for

guests while upholding Omni Hotels visions and

values.



Ensure compliance with health and safety codes and policies.

Communicate effectively with peers, supervisors and subordinates.

Exhibit a positive, enthusiastic attitude committed to a teamwork effort.

Always use respect when speaking with you fellow associates.

Knowledge of and adherence to all aspects of service standards and business process outlined in Barlines Training Manual.

Follow specific job duties in opening/closing and side duties.

Perform service standards within specific time frames. 

Be aware of guests in room and attentive to their needs.

Have extensive knowledge of menus, prices and an ability to give a “flavorful” description.

Assist guests in a professional manner, to the degree of which they feel satisfied at all times.

Serve guests in whatever way possible to ensure a pleasurable dining experience.

Responsible for accounting and collections of payment for product and services rendered.

Responsible for maintenance of table in assigned section.

Must attend and participate in pre-shift meetings.

Increase sales by using suggestive selling techniques.

Inform managers of comments related to quality and service from guests, both positive and negative.

Knowledge of and compliance with all items covered in the Omni Hotels Employee Manual.

Assume all duties and responsibilities as assigned by manager.

Assure opening checklist is completed and restaurant is prepared for opening.

Observe customers as they sit down at bar and assure they are greeted promptly and properly and seated in a friendly

manner.

Present drink menus, make recommendations and answer questions regarding beverages.

Up sell drink specials and food items as directed by management.

Take beverage orders from guests and servers.

Monitor and observe guests dining experience. Ensure guests are satisfied with food and service.

Respond promptly and courteously to any requests or problems.

Be available to fill in as needed to ensure the smooth operation of restaurant.

Prepare and serve alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks consistent with the Restaurant’s standard drink recipes.

Learn names of patrons and personally recognize regulars.

Accept guest payment, process credit card charges and make change (if applicable).

Wash and sterilize glassware.

Prepare garnishes for drinks.

Maintains bottles and glasses in an attractive and functional manner to support efficient drink preparation and promotion of

beverages.

Maintain cleanliness in all areas of the bar including counters, sinks, utensils, shelves and storage areas.

Receive and serve food orders to guests seated at the bar.

Report any observed guest issues to Manager. 

Report any maintenance items to Manager.

Report all equipment problems and bar maintenance issues to Manager.

Must attend and participate in pre-shift meetings.

Ensure compliance with health and safety codes and policies.

Drop cash in the end shift drop box in the cashier’s office.

Server Responsibilities

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Bartenders Responsibilities

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
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Greeting Your Guests:

Be personable, professional and knowledgeable.

Initial contact with the guest should begin at ten feet from the bar or seating area by establishing eye contact and

smiling.

As guest approaches within five feet they should be appropriately greeted. *(see verbiage etiquette)

Guests sitting at the bar/table should be acknowledged by a bartender/server within 45 seconds of sitting down or

arriving at the bar/table. 

If you are busy when a guest arrives, acknowledge and assure you will be right with them.

Use proper verbage when speaking to guests. Ex.:

“Good evening, how are you today?”

“What may I get for you today?”

A coaster, with logo facing guest, should be placed in front of each guest as introductions are taking place.

Coasters should be placed under all drinks.

Moments of Service:

Check all glasses for cleanliness, spots, and chips.

If coaster gets damaged or excessively wet, it should be changed.

Always ask permission before clearing any empty glass.

Do not lift glass from table to refill.

Be positive when phrasing service questions.

“May I get you another Grey Goose Martini?”

Would you care for another round?”

Never use negative phrasing such as, “Is that all?”

Whenever possible use the guest name.

Secure payment at the beginning of every tab (swipe credit card and give card back).

Taking Drink Orders and Service Scenarios 

Read your guests:

Anticipate your guest’s needs and be aware of visual clues.

Offer refills when drinks are 1/2 full (ask guest when it is unsweet tea).

Always repeat order as guest places it to confirm accuracy.

Drink order should be served within three minutes of the server leaving the table.

Repeat order back to guest to confirm accuracy.

Offer guests a brand choice upgrade for the cocktail they have ordered.

“Would you prefer Grey Goose or Belvedere Vodka for your martini?”

Engage in light conversation when time is permitted and listen to responses.

Order Taking and Service Scenarios:

All items must be rung into the Point of Sale System (POS).

All orders, whether to be delivered by a server or bartender, MUST be entered into the POS System BEFORE getting

order from bar.

Get drink orders.

Ask for appetizer orders upon receiving drink order.

Ask if there any questions regarding menu.

Bottled Beer Service:

Bring beer and chilled glass to table/bar.

Ask guest if they would like you to pour their beer. If so, fill glass and place bottle to side of glass if additional drink

remains in bottle.

Label on bottle should always face guest.

Server/Bartender Steps of Service
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Wine Service:

Place proper wine glass, red or white, to the right of guest on coaster.

Bring bottle of wine to bar/table.

With label facing the guest, pour 5 oz in glass.

To reduce dripping, twist bottle slightly as you finish. 

Be cautious not to overfill when pouring.

Proper temperatures:

Red: 58-60 degrees F

White : 36-42 degrees F

Suggestive Selling:

Be familiar with hotels’:

Pouring brands

Premium brands

Wine offering

Bottled and Draft Beers

Non-alcoholic Beverages

Become an expert on menu items and promotions/specials.

Focus on selling a complete experience.

“We have a wonderful cheese assortment on the menu that would be a perfect compliment to both the Pinot Noir

and Chardonnay that you’ve ordered, would you like me to bring one out for you?”

Up selling has the opportunity to enhance your guest’s experience and your income.

Check Presentation and payment:

In the bar area, a check must be presented every time a drink is placed in front of the guest.

At a table: During lunch service, server must ask guest if they would care to see a dessert menu, if guest declines check

must then promptly be placed on the table. During dinner/after hours service, a check is not placed on the table until it

is requested by the guest.

Be aware of your guests and signals your guest is ready to make a payment. Retrieve the check and process the

payment promptly.

If payment is a credit card charge, process their payment and return the voucher for signature. 

In the event that you are unable to get authorization on a credit card, advise your guest, “ I’m sorry but we are unable to

retrieve authorization on your credit card” NEVER SAY “ Your card has been declined”.

If the payment is a room charge, check to see that the guest name and  room number are legible. Process the payment

verifying that the name and room number are both correct

If payment is in cash, process the payment, return the change and receipt with appropriate check clip.

NEVER ASK, “Do you need change?” This is very unprofessional; assume that all cash paying guests will require change.

If employee fails to receive a form of payment and a walk out occurs employee will receive written documentation and

a Coach and Counsel (C&C).

ALWAYS thank all of your guests upon departure. It’s the last chance you have to make a good lasting impression that

will encourage their return.

Local Information: Be prepared to answer questions regarding general information about the hotel, locations of local

attractions, ATM Machines and shopping areas. The hotel concierge should have a Local Information “Cheat Sheet”

available for you with pertinent information. Guest’s can be directed to the concierge for assistance with obtaining tickets

for sporting events, transportation and local attractions.

Rest Room

ATM Machine

Hotel Meeting Room Location

Hotel Outlets and Hours of Operations

Access to Public Transportation

Location of Brochure Rack

Local Dining Option

The strongest form of advertising is “word of mouth” Promote usage of the hotels restaurant outlets enthusiastically. 

Things to do around town

Server/Bartender Steps of Service (Cont.)

Focus on Service
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Responsible Alcohol Service

Our intent is to insure the safety of our guests while providing an enjoyable experience. The law requires as a bartender

or a cocktail server that you make a reasonable effort to prevent intoxication of guests, prevent sales of alcohol to

minor and intervene if a guest becomes visibly intoxicated. This can include a call to the police if necessary.

Multiple Liquor Service - We do not want to encourage our guest to become intoxicated. Service of multiple liquor

cocktails should be monitored closely. Service limitations may be established to insure guests are not over served. House

policy should establish a maximum number of multiple liquor cocktails that a guest may be served during a visit. 

If a guest becomes visibly intoxicated notify a manager who will notify security if needed.

Liability – As a bartender or server you can be held liable for service to under age or intoxicated persons. 

Checking Identification: As a bartender or server you must make certain the person you serving is of legal age. Any

person under the age of 21 is considered a minor and is not of legal drinking age. If any guest looks underage politely

ask, “May I see you’re your Identification Please”. Review the card to validate the person is of age. “Thank You, What

may I offer you this evening?”

Acceptable Forms of Identification

Valid driver’s License

Valid State Issued Identification Card

U.S. Active Military Identification

Passport

Alien Registration Card or Green Card

ALL entertainment performing at Barlines is prohibited from consuming alcohol on property the day they are

scheduled to perform.

Ensure all lights are set to appropriate levels. Have any burned out bulbs replaced immediately. 

Room temperature is comfortable.

Room smells fresh and clean. 

Furniture is aligned to floor plan. Chairs and barstools must be symmetrical throughout the room.

Bar top and tables are clean and in good repair.

Bar stools and chairs are clean and free of crumbs and debris.

Floors are clean.

Windows are clean, window sills clean and free of debris. 

All outlet signage is lit. Menu displays are clean and in good repair.

The back bar should be well organized. Do not allow clutter to build up near point of sales terminal.

All staff is in full uniform and proper grooming standards met.

Learn proper operation of the glass washing system. Immediately report poor results or malfunctioning equipment.

Maintain an adequate supply of glass washer chemicals and sanitizer.

Maintain a supply of hand soap and paper towels at the hand sink. Wash your hand frequently

All bottles must be displayed behind the bar and should be secured at the end of the shift. These bottles must be arranged

in the same exact order every day to help expedite service during the day.

All glassware must be clean, polished and spot free.

All tables and bar tops must be wiped clean at all times.

All Bar and Lounge associates must be in full clean uniforms as soon as they walk on the floor.

Bar tops and tables should be wiped clean with in 3 minutes after a guest has left.

Creating the Ambiance

The ambience of the bar and restaurant is vital to the success of the operations. It is critical the physical elements of the

establishment support the high levels of service and quality of product. Ambience refers to the visual, audible and smells that

create the atmosphere of the outlet. The most vital element to creating ambience is you and the friendly, professional service

levels you provide. It is important that these standards remain consistent. 

Bar and Restaurant Cleanliness

The bar, lounge and all storage areas must be held to the highest standards of cleanliness and sanitation. The cleanliness of the

front of the house environment provides a “window” that allows our guest to judge our standards of sanitation and cleanliness

throughout our facilities. All Omni Hotels bars and lounges must meet or exceed local health regulations. You should become

knowledgeable of the local laws of your area. The safety of our guests and the integrity of Omni Hotels rely on maintaining

these standards. Clean as you go, this will save you time and effort. Working in a cluttered, messy environment will slow you

down.    
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All local and/or state laws must be strictly adhered to.

Last call time will be determined by manager on shift. Typically given 15 minutes before close.

When giving last call, each table or single guest sitting at the bar must be approached and informed.

Approach each guest or table in a professional, friendly manner. Be polite and respectful of your guests as they finish their

beverages. Do not ruin a memorable experience by making them feel rushed. 

The following should be spoken when giving last call: “Mr./Ms. _______ we are giving last call, would you care for another

cocktail?

Last Call Procedures

Recipe and Portion Standards   

       

The key to a successful and profitable bar operation is consistency. It is important that standard portion sizes and drink recipes

are followed without variation and that they are consistent with each pour; while controlling beverage cost. 

Standard Portions

           Standard Cocktail                     1 ¼ oz.

           Two Liquor Cocktail                   1 ¼ oz. base + ½ oz. second liquor

           Rocks Drinks / Shots                  2 oz.

           Martini’s & Cosmopolitans         3 oz. total

           Cordial s                                    2 ½ oz.

           Cognac                                     2 oz.

           Port                                            3 oz.

           Wine by the Glass                      5 oz.

           

 Coffee Drinks

           One Liquor                                 1 ¼ oz.

           Two Liquor                                 ¾ oz. + ¾ oz.

           

 Frozen Drinks

           One Liquor                                 1 ¼ oz.

           Two Liquor                                 ¾ oz. + ¾ oz.

           Standardized recipes should always be followed to insure consistent cocktail preparation.
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JOB DESCRIPTION:

To provide an excellent dining experience for our

guests in an efficient and professional manner

while upholding Omni Hotels visions and values

DRA
POSITION



Ensure compliance with health and safety codes and policies.

Communicate effectively with peers, supervisors and subordinates.

Exhibit a positive, enthusiastic attitude committed to a teamwork effort.

Always use respect when speaking with you fellow associates.

Knowledge of and adherence to all aspects of service standards and business process outlined in Barlines Training Manual.

Follow specific job duties in opening/closing and side duties.

Perform service standards within specific time frames. 

Be aware of guests in room and attentive to their needs.

Have extensive knowledge of food and presentations.

As the last person to see the food before the guest, it is imperative that any and all issues are addressed.

Assist guests in whatever way possible to ensure a pleasurable dining experience.

Make the guests feel welcome.

Must attend and participate in pre-shift meetings.

Inform managers of comments related to quality and service from guests, both positive and negative.

1Knowledge of and compliance with all items covered in the Omni Hotels Employee Manual.

Assume all duties and responsibilities as assigned by manager

DRA Responsibilities

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

The main goal of the DRA position is to provide auxiliary help to the servers and bartenders; which is not limited to running food.

There are many duties these positions can do to help the entire team.

Run Food

Greet Tables

Refill Drinks

Pre-Bus tables

Bus Tables

Roll Silverware

Refill Ice

Proper rotation first in/first out (FIFO)

Ensuring all perishable items labeled

and dated

This list is not definitive and in no way means a person is limited to what they can do to help out the team. 

When functioning as a barback, the primary focus is the bar. Below is an example of immediate duties for this position:

Restocking the liquor, beer, and wine.

Refilling ice wells

Washing glassware

Cutting Fruit for garnish

Help pre-bus and bus the bar

Assist in wiping down bar top

When functioning as a food runner, the primary focus is to get hot food to the guest. Secondary, is to help the server or

host/hostess with their duties. Below is an example of immediate duties for a food runner when food is not coming out at a fast

pace:

Greet Tables

Refill Drinks

Pre-Bus tables

Bus Tables

Roll Silver

When the schedule is posted, you will know when you work, the task you will be assigned to (barback vs. food runner), or if tasks

will be combined
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FOOD DESCRIPTIONS
SPECIALTY DRINK RECIPES
ALLERGY/GLUTEN FREE CHEAT SHEET
TABLE CADDIE SETUP

MENU
BOOK



SNACKS

SOUTHERN FRIED PICKLES

DESCRIPTION:

Buttermilk and House Hot Sauce Marinated 

Dipped with Breading: Fried - Cornmeal, Flour

Seasoning Salt and Shuckin Hot Spices 

Fat Sauce – Mayonnaise, Ketchup, Horseradish,

BBQ Sauce and Creole Mustard 

Allergies: Egg, Corn, Wheat, Gluten, Soy 

BBQ fat Sauce

GRAND OLE HOT WINGS

DESCRIPTION:

8 Fried Chicken Jumbo Drumettes and Wings 

Sauce: House-made Corsair Whiskey Barrel 

Sauce: House-made Corsair Whiskey Barrel Aged

Hot Sauce 

Allergies: Soy & Dairy

Triple Smoked Whiskey Hot Sauce

DEVILED EGGS

DESCRIPTION:

Classic deviled Egg Recipe with a Twist 

Yellow Curry, Sour Cream, Mayonnaise, Old Bay

Spice, Dijon, Yellow Mustard Salt and White

Pepper

Moonshine Raisins – Apple Pie Moonshine Steeped

in Moonshine 

Crispy Ham – Tripp’s Country Ham Fried

Garnish Roasted Chili Pepper Paste Sriracha 

Allergies: Egg, Dairy, Corn, Wheat

Moonshine raisins, deviled country ham, roasted

chili pepper paste



SNACKS

SWEETWATER VALLEY
PIMENTO & ARTICHOKE DIP

DESCRIPTION:

Baked Warm Cheese Dip 

House made Pimento Cheese Spread (Pimento

Cheddar Cheese, Mayonnaise, Bourbon Smoked

Paprika, Cayenne Pepper and Kosher Salt) 

 Artichoke Hearts, Fresh Spinach, Garlic 

Lemon Thyme Buttered bread Crumbs

House made pita crisps 

Allergies: Egg, Corn, Wheat, Gluten, Soy 

SMOKED CHICKEN NACHOS

DESCRIPTION:

Twist on a Chicken Nacho Plate 

Corn Tortilla Chips with chile rubbed and slow

smoked pulled Chicken, Dos Perros Drunken

hammered beans garnished with Cilantro Crema,

roasted red salsa, and topped with Guacamole. 

Pulled Chicken-chile rubbed and slow smoked,

pulled

Hammered Beans (Pinto) Cooked with Ham Hock, 

Cheese Sauce – Chessey béchamel, Cheddar Jack

Blend with Pickled Jalapenos and Chipotle -Chilies 

Guacamole - Avocado, Serrano peppers, Cilantro,

Lime S&P, Onion and Tomato,

Cilantro Crema-Sour Cream,mayonnaise, Cilantro,

Lime juice and Lime Zest 

Allergies: Dairy, Corn, Gluten (dos perros), Soy 

Hammered beans, guacamole, chipotle-cheddar

sauce, pico de gallo
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SNACKS

BBQ PORK POTATO SKINS

DESCRIPTION:

A Twist on Classic Potato Skins

Fried Crisp with Bacon Charred Onion Jam

Smoked Pulled Pork with House Made BBQ Sauce 

Cheddar and Jack Blend

Scallions 

Citrus Crema 

Allergies: Dairy, Egg, Corn, Soy, Gluten 

Bacon onion jam, farmstead cheddar, green

onions, sour cream

BACKYARD PIT CHILI

DESCRIPTION:

TRed Chili con Carne with a Southern Twist - Pinto

Bean Chili, Tri-Tip Steak, Chipotle Guajillo, Cumin

Assorted Seasonings, Onion, Red belle pepper,

Yazoo Dos Perros, Veal Stock, Brown Sugar and

Cider Vinegar 

Garnished with Cheese, Green Onions, Cilantro

Crema

 Served with Cornbread and Maple Butter

Allergies: Dairy, Gluten, Wheat  

Farm House cheese

STONE ROASTED CHICKEN
QUESADILLA

DESCRIPTION:

Pickled vegetables, Onions, peppers, 

Pepper jelly 

Served With crema, Guacamole and Salsa Verde

Garnished with shredded lettuce 

Allergies: Dairy, Egg, Gluten 

Pickled southern veggies, mashed avocado, salsa

verde



SALADS

TWO STEP CHOPPED SALAD

DESCRIPTION:

Greens – Iceberg, Romaine, Frisee and radicchio

tossed with Choice of dressing, goat Cheese,

Pickled onions, Cucumbers, Toy Box Mini heirloom

Tomato, Black Olives, Fried Seasoned Chickpeas 

Dressing choices are: Balsamic Vinaigrette, Ranch,

Blue Cheese, 1000 Island, French vinaigrette or oil

and vinegar

Allergies: Dairy, Gluten (can be gluten free or

dairy free if needed).

Farmers greens, goat cheese, sweet and sour

onions, tomatoes, cucumbers, black olives, choice

of dressing

GERMANTOWN COBB

DESCRIPTION:

Hearty Seasonal Greens (Will change based on

the seasons) - Iceberg, Romaine, tossed with

French vinaigrette topped with Citrus Smoked

Chicken, Asher Blue cheese, Heirloom Tomato,

Bacon, Avocado, Hard Boiled Egg, Fried

Chickpeas 

Asher Blue - A unique blue cheese, its intricate

flavors shift with every bite. One will be meaty. The

next sweet. Another earthy. The dense, creamy

paste keeps your palate on its toes while deep,

flowering blue veins hint at a robust finish. But,

unlike many blue cheeses, it maintains an

unexpected mild finish. Named after the Littles'

middle child, this cheese causes just enough

charming mischief during our hand piercing

process to bear his name. 

Allergies: Dairy, Gluten (can be gluten free or

dairy free if needed).  

Smoked chicken, blue cheese, toy box tomatoes,

avocado, applewood smoked bacon, sweet and

sour onions, boiled egg, chick peas, and French

vinaigrette
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SALADS

GULF SHRIMP LOUIE

DESCRIPTION:

Poached and Quick Pickled Shrimp peeled tail off,

tossed in 1000 island, garnished with Hard Boiled

Egg, Saltine Crackers, Lemon, celery and a dash

of hot sauce

Allergies: Egg, Shrimp/ Shellfish, Wheat/ Gluten 

Hard boiled eggs, 1000 Island Dressing 
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STONE FIRED
FLAT BREADS

HOGG ALLEY CRISP

DESCRIPTION:

House made Flatbread Wood Stone Roasted with

Crisp Pork Belly, Cheddar and jack Cheese, Green

Tabasco Slaw, and Garnished with Sliced

Jalapeno 

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat/ Gluten, Alcohol

Crispy pork belly, tobacco slaw, jalapeno garnish 

COUNTRY HAM & ROASTED
PINEAPPLE

DESCRIPTION:

House made Flatbread Wood Stone Roasted with

Tennessee Honey Roasted Pineapple, Shaved

Sugar Cured and Smoked Southern Ham, Asher

Blue Cheese, Charred Onion Pepper Jam, Wild

Arugula Lightly Tossed in Olive Oil

Allergies: Pineapple, Wheat/ Gluten, Dairy    

Charred Onion Jam, Sugar Cured Smoked Ham,

Asher blue, Wild arugula 

NASHVILLE MARGARITA

DESCRIPTION:

House made Flatbread Wood Stone Roasted with

Fresh Tomato Sauce, charred green tomatoes,

Mozzarella, toy box tomatoes, oregano, EVOO

tossed arugula

Allergies: DDairy, Gluten (can be gluten free or

dairy free if needed).  

Charred green tomato, mozzarella, toy box

tomatoes, arugula, and oregano



SANDWICHES

BACON & CHEDDAR BURGER

DESCRIPTION:

Griddle Roasted 8 oz Southeast Family Farms Beef

(Ground Chuck), Cooked to desired temperature.

Smoked Cheddar, Applewood Smoked Bacon,

Iceberg Lettuce (shredded) Tomato, Red Onion,

Butter Toasted Brioche Bun served with Choice of

House made Chips or green Tabasco Slaw (sub

side salad $1 Upcharge). Served with pickled

vegetables.

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat/ Gluten, Alcohol

Smoked cheddar, Applewood smoked bacon,

lettuce, tomato, onion, toasted brioche bun

MOONSHINE
CHEESEBURGER

DESCRIPTION:

Griddle Roasted 8oz Southeast Family Farms Beef

(Ground Chuck), Cooked to desired temperature

Sweet Water Valley Farms Buttermilk Cheddar

Cheese, Moonshine Caramelized Onions, Fried

Egg, Shredded fresh iceberg lettuce, Beef Steak

Tomato, Butter Toasted Brioche Bun served with

Choice of House made Chips or green Tabasco

Slaw (sub side salad for $1 upcharge) served with

pickled veggies

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat/ Gluten, Alcohol   

Local Tennessee Beef, Sweet Water buttermilk

cheese, fried egg, moonshine onions, toasted

brioche bun
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SANDWICHES

BAKED TENNESSEE HAM &
CHEESE

DESCRIPTION:

Local or Regional Smoked Sugar Cured Ham,

Pimento Cheese, Honey Mustard, Dill Pickles, Fried

Egg Sunny Up egg and Pickled Vegetable Garnish

Butter Griddled Sliced Sourdough served with

choice of side 

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat/ Gluten, Egg

Cured Ham, pimento cheese, Fried egg, dill

pickle, honey-mustard, toasted sourdough  

IRON ROASTED CHICKEN 

DESCRIPTION:

5oz Fresh Chicken breast Joyce farms – Seasoned

with Blackening Spice, Bronzed on Griddle

Charred Pickled Green Tomatoes, Tabasco Slaw

and White BBQ sauce (Mayonnaise, Apple Cider

Vinegar, Horseradish, Salt Pepper Cayenne

Pepper a thin loose White BBQ Dressing) Toasted

Potato Bun served choice of side and picked

vegetables

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat/ Gluten, Egg

Grilled chicken breast, charred green tomatoes,

tobacco slaw, white BBQ, toasted brioche bun

SMOKED PULLED PORK

DESCRIPTION:

Smoked House Rub Smoked Pork Shoulder – 5

ounces of Pork, Green Tabasco Slaw and Toasted

Potato Bun served with House made Chips, side of

BBQ Sauce, and side of pickled vegetables

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat/ Gluten, Egg

Smoked pulled pork, Tabasco slaw, toasted

potato bun



SANDWICHES

MEATLOAF

DESCRIPTION:

House made Local Beef Meatloaf, served with

spicy horseradish sauce (drizzle), shredded

lettuce, tomato and onion, garnished with 2 slices

of bacon, on toasted white bread served with

choice of side and pickled vegetables

Allergies: Egg, Dairy, Wheat, Gluten 

Meatloaf, Applewood smoked, bacon wrapped,

spicy horseradish sauce, country white bread

GRILLED PIMENTO CHEESE

DESCRIPTION:

House made Pimento Cheese Spread (Pimento

Cheddar Cheese, Mayonnaise, Bourbon Smoked

Paprika, Cayenne Pepper and Kosher Salt) Fresh

HAAS avocado, Griddled Country White bread,

Served with choice of side and Pickled vegetable 

Allergies: Egg, Dairy, Wheat, Gluten 

Pimento, avocado, griddled country white bread

GRILLED HOT FISH 

DESCRIPTION:

SSpice Rubbed Fish (Mahi Mahi) – 5 oz. portion.

Charred pickled green Tomato, Barrel Aged Hot

Sauce, Tabasco Slaw, Toasted potato Bun. Served

with choice of side and pickled vegetables 

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat/ Gluten, Egg

Mahi Mahi, charred Green Tomato, Tabasco slaw,

Toasted Potato Bun



DESSERTS

CHESS PIE

DESCRIPTION:

Butterscotch flavor sliced pie topped with smoke

fruit jam and whisper creek whipped cream

Allergies: Dairy, Wheat, Gluten, Nuts

Smoked fruit jam

OLIVE & SINCLAIR
CHOCOLATE BROWNIE

DESCRIPTION:

Olive and Sinclair chocolate brownie square,

topped with a scoop of Haagen Daaz ice cream,

and garnished with Whisper Creek whipped cream

and topped with chocolate covered puff rice balls

and caramel and chocolate syrup drizzle

Allergies: Egg, Dairy, Wheat, Gluten   

Whisper Creek Cream, sweet fixings

SOUTHERN STYLE BANANA
PUDDING

DESCRIPTION:

Banana pudding, layered with vanilla wafer

cookies, bananas, and a made from scratch egg

custard, graham cracker crumble, and topped

with fresh whipped cream and caramel drizzle

Allergies: Egg, Dairy, Wheat, Gluten 

Charred green tomato, mozzarella, toy box

tomatoes, arugula, and oregano



INDIVIDUAL
SPECIALTY
DRINKS

UP

33 Stave Manhattan

2oz Single Barrel

1oz Antica Carpano

2 Dash Bitters (Ango or Barrel Aged)

Luxardo Cherry

CRUSHED

Bees Knees

21.5oz Corsair Gin

1oz Honey Syrup

.75oz Lemon

3 Dash Ango Bitters

Lemon Twist

COLLINS

Moonshine Marmalade Fizz

1.5oz Short Mountain Moonshine

.75oz Peach Liqueur

.75oz Lemon

1oz Simple

2 barspoons Marmalade

Splash Club Soda

Lemon Twist

ROCKS

Blood & Sand & Smoke

1oz Triple Smoke

1oz Antica Carpano

1oz Cherry Liqueur

1oz OJ

Orange Twist

High Rye Ward Eight

2oz Ryemageddon

1oz Simple

1oz Lemon

.25oz Grenadine

Lemon Twist

Tennessee Egg Cream

1oz Whisper Creek

.75oz Prichards Double Chocolate

Bourbon

.75oz Simple

.5oz Fernet Branca

.5oz Heavy Cream

Splash Club Soda

Chocolate Shavings

LNo. 12 Tennessee Tai

1.5oz Corsair Spiced Rum

.5oz Dickel 12

.5oz Simple

.5oz Orgeat

1oz Lime

2 Dash Tiki Bitters

Lime Wedge

Bourbon Belle Old Fashioned

2oz Belle Meade Bourbon

.25oz Simple

3 Dash Black Walnut Bitters

Orange Twist & Cherry

Lincoln County Maple Smash

1.5oz Dickel 8

1oz Maple Syrup

Muddle Lemon Half & Mint

Smoky Mary

11.5oz Triple Smoke

3 Dash Tobasco

3 Dash Worcestershire

Fill with Bloody Mary Mix

Lime & Olive Garnish
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BATCH
SPECIALTY
DRINKS

UP

33 Stave Manhattan

3cup Single Barrel

1.5cup Antica Carpano

*3oz Batch

2 Dash Bitters (Ango or Barrel Aged)

Luxardo Cherry

CRUSHED

Bees Knees

1.5cup Corsair Gin

1cup Honey Syrup

.75cup Lemon

*3.25oz Batch 

Shake & Strain

3 Dash Ango Bitters

Lemon Twist

COLLINS

Moonshine Marmalade Fizz

1.5cup Short Mountain Moonshine

.75cup Peach Liqueur

.75cup Lemon

1cup Simple

*4oz Batch

2 barspoons Marmalade

Shake & Pour

Splash Club Soda

Lemon Twist

ROCKS

Blood & Sand & Smoke

1cup Triple Smoke

1cup Antica Carpano

1cup Cherry Liqueur

1cup OJ

*4oz Batch

Shake & Strain

Orange Twist

High Rye Ward Eight

22cup Ryemageddon

1cup Simple

1cup Lemon

.25cup Grenadine

*4.25oz Batch -Shake & Strain

Lemon Twist

Tennessee Egg Cream

1cup Whisper Creek

.75cup Prichards Double Chocolate

Bourbon

.75cup Simple

.5cup Fernet Branca

.5cup Heavy Cream

*3.5oz Batch –Shake & Strain

Splash Club Soda

Chocolate Shavings

LNo. 12 Tennessee Tai

1.5cup Corsair Spiced Rum

.5cup Dickel 12

.5cup Simple

.5cup Orgeat

1cup Lime

*4oz Batch

2 Dash Tiki Bitters

Shake & Pour

Lime Wedge

Bourbon Belle Old Fashioned

*NO BATCH

Lincoln County Maple Smash

2.25cup Dickel 8

1.5cup Maple Syrup

*2.5oz Batch

Muddle Lemon Half & Mint

Shake & Strain

Smoky Mary

*NO BATCH
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SOY

Hot Wings

Pickles

Nachos

Skins

DAIRY

Everything except Pickles and Shrimp

Louie have dairy

Chopped and Cobb can be made dairy

free

Wings can be made dairy free

WHEAT/GLUTEN 

Wings

Pickles

Quesadilla

Nachos

All Flat Breads

All sandwiches

All desserts

SHELLFISH

Gulf Shrimp Louie salad

ALLERGY

ALLERGY,
VEGETARIAN,
& GLUTEN FREE

Deviled Eggs

Artichoke Dip (without the crisps)

Skins (without BBQ sauce)

All salads

All sandwiches without their bread/bun

GLUTEN FREE

VEGETARIAN

STRICT (VEGAN)

Pickles

Chopped Salad (no cheese)

FISH/EGGS/DAIRY OK

Deviled Eggs

Artichoke Dip

Nachos (no chicken)

Skins (no pork)

Quesadilla (no chicken)

Cobb (no chicken, no bacon)

Gulf Shrimp Louie

All Flat Breads (no pork) 

Hot Fish Sandwich

Grilled Pimento Cheese

All desserts
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TABLE CADDIE
SETUP

Ten coasters each side

All labels facing out towards guest

Condiments clean, not greasy, no crud in caps

Salt and pepper full, salt next to ketchup, pepper next to mayo

All caddies – mayo faces Bar 1 on all tables except:

Table 11 - mayo faces table 12

Tables 23, 33, 84, 94 - mayo faces away from windows

Tables 81, 91 - mayo faces garage door

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a.

b.

c.
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SERVER
JOB DESCRIPTION:

To provide an excellent dining experience for our

guests in an efficient and professional manner

while upholding Omni Hotels visions and values.

SERVER/BARTENDER
POSITION

BARTENDER
JOB DESCRIPTION:

Provide timely, accurate and friendly service

while preparing the highest quality beverages for

guests while upholding Omni Hotels visions and

values.



NAME:

PHONE:

 

EMPLOYEE AVAILABILITY/

CONTACT INFO

We will do our best to accommodate the above schedule, however we are a business
 and must maintain appropriate staffing levels.

PART TIME ASSOCIATES ONLY:
Please write in the conflicts you have (school and other work only please). 

You will be required to provide proff of unavailable times. 

In case of emergency, contact:

Associate Signature and Date
 

EMAIL:

NAME:

PHONE:

 RELATION TO YOU:

SUNDAY MONDAY

AM

(Typically 930a-430p)

WEDNESDAY THURSDAYTUESDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

PM

(Typically 430p-12p)
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Knowledge of dining room service.

Must have full familiarity with menus.

Must have full knowledge of beverage offerings.

Station set-up and break-down.  Complete all other side work duties as assigned.

To polish and clean the water glasses in his/her assigned station before opening hours.

Perform any other duties as assigned by the restaurant manager. 

Service to guests according to OMNI Moments of Service Standards.  

Be pleasant, smile and greet all guests, using surnames when obtained.

Minimum 1-2 years upscale casual serving experience

Must have knowledge of wine, spirits, and beer

Must have experience in selling and presenting wines 

Must be able to work a variety of shifts, including weekends and holidays 

Maintain a professional business appearance, attitude, and performance

Must be Food Handler and TABC certified. 

Serving trays, tray jacks, flatware, glassware, Micros terminals  

Serving trays, tray jacks, flatware, glassware, Micros terminals 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS:

QUALIFICATIONS:

ENVIRONMENT & POSITION ANALYSIS: 

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: 

I have read the above job description and testify that I am capable of performing the essential functions of my job in a safe and

effective manner.

JOB DESCRIPTION - SERVER

No Job Description for a position can possibly include all duties which may be requested by guest or required by the hotel.  The

objective of all positions is to effectively provide the services personally, or to immediately refer requests to the appropriate

department manager. The following is a summary of the major responsibilities of the position.

DEPARTMENT: Food & Beverage | Barlines

JOB TITLE:       Barlines Server

JOB CODE:      3016 - Lounge 1 Server 

REPORTS TO:  Barlines Assistant Manager, and                               

Barlines Manager 

JOB PURPOSE: To wait on tables promptly,

courteously and to serve the guest in any way

possible.

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
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Acknowledge and greet all guests, anticipate guest needs and respond to guest inquiries or requests.

Must have full knowledge of food and beverage offerings.

Monitor and maintain bar cleanliness, sanitation and organization of bar area.

Properly provide silverware and condiments prior to food being presented at bar area. 

Clean and resetting of bar area as guests depart or preparation of drink is completed.

Proper bar setup and break down.

Triple sink procedures.

Communicate with management, kitchen staff, and serving staff professionally at all times.

Contributes to a professional workplace that maximized employee moral, productivity and effectiveness. Works well with a

diverse FOH and BOH staff.

Ensures responsible service of alcohol by following all legal requirements including carding and consumption.

Accurately takes food and beverage orders from guests and promptly records all transactions in Micros system.  Maintains

guest tabs and processes payment promptly.

Monitors pars.

Must have experience selling/up selling.

Must have knowledge of wine, spirits and beer.

Must be able to work in a fast-paced team environment.

Minimum 1-2 years bartending experience, high volume & casual environment preferred.

Commitment to quality service, and food and beverage knowledge.

Must have strong communication skills.

Must be familiar with a service bar atmosphere combination with bar.

Must have wine, beer and spirits knowledge.

Must have an unexpired TABC certification.

Maintain a professional business appearance, attitude, and performance.

Must be able to work a variety of shifts, including weekends and holidays. 

Serving trays, tray jacks, flatware, glassware, Micros terminals  

Serving trays, tray jacks, flatware, wine key, beer key, liquor bottles, wine bottles, beer bottles, Micros System

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS:

QUALIFICATIONS:

ENVIRONMENT & POSITION ANALYSIS: 

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: 

I have read the above job description and testify that I am capable of performing the essential functions of my job in a safe and

effective manner.

JOB DESCRIPTION - BARTENDER

No Job Description for a position can possibly include all duties which may be requested by guest or required by the hotel.  The

objective of all positions is to effectively provide the services personally, or to immediately refer requests to the appropriate

department manager. The following is a summary of the major responsibilities of the position.

DEPARTMENT: Food & Beverage | Barlines

JOB TITLE:       Barlines Server/Bartender

JOB CODE:      3015 - Lounge 1 Server 

REPORTS TO:  Barlines Assistant Manager, and                               

Barlines Manager 

JOB PURPOSE: To provide efficient friendly

customer service at all times and to maintain 

a clean professional appearance. Ensuring

service bar and bar guests are satisfied in a

prompt, timely manner.

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
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MEAL & BREAK PERIOD POLICY 

Each non-exempt hourly employee shall have a thirty-minute unpaid rest break/meal period if scheduled to work six (6)

hours consecutively

You may not skip your rest break/meal period in order to arrive later or leave earlier than your scheduled shift.

You must notify your supervisor when taking your rest break/meal period.  All rest breaks/meal periods must be approved

and coordinated by a manager. 

If you experience a problem taking your rest break/meal period you should report it immediately to your supervisor, any

Executive Committee member, or to Associate Services.

This is a mandatory policy and may not be violated. As with any policy of Omni Hotels & Resorts, failure to follow hotel policy

may result in disciplinary action up to and including possible termination.

It is a violation of Omni policy to knowingly falsify any time record, whether manual or electronic. Your recorded hours must

be an accurate representation of your workday. 

No work may be performed when you are not on the clock. 

Immediately inform Associate Services or your General Manager if you are asked to violate a company time and attendance

policy. 

It is your responsibility to start your rest break/meal period before completing 5 hours and 30 minutes of work. The chart

below gives examples of when you should take your rest break/meal period based upon when you punched in. 

You must clock in and out at the beginning and the end of each shift and for each 30-minute rest break/meal period. 

Rest break/meal periods should be exactly 30 minutes in duration. 

If you are called back to work or interrupted before your 30 minutes is completed, you must punch back in or indicate it on

the manual edit sheet and continue your rest break/meal period as soon as possible and as coordinated with management.

Tipped Food & Beverage associates, Restaurant Servers and Bartenders may waive the right to the above noted break. A

separate break waiver form must be completed.

 The Tennessee Department of Labor requires that each non-exempt hourly employee shall have a thirty-minute unpaid rest

break/meal period if scheduled to work six (6) hours consecutively. This policy serves to inform you of this requirement and how

we will apply such requirement in our operation. 

Please see examples below:

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
 

6:00am

8:00am

2:30pm

3:00pm

11:00pm 

SHIFT START TIME 

11:29am

1:29pm

7:59pm

8:29pm

4:29am

YOU MUST START YOUR 
30-MINUTE REST/MEAL
BREAK NO LATER THAN:

 I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the Omni Nashville Hotel’s Meal and Break Period Policy, that I have read and

understand the Policy, and that by receipt of this policy, as well as by signing this acknowledgement; I agree to adhere to the

Policy.  Receipt and review of this policy alone constitutes notice of the expectation that you are to abide by this Policy. Any

violation of this policy may result in disciplinary action up to and including possible termination. 
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MEAL & BREAK PERIOD POLICY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

 I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the Omni Nashville Hotel’s Meal and Break Period Policy, that I have read and

understand the Policy, and that by receipt of this policy, as well as by signing this acknowledgement; I agree to adhere to the

Policy.  Receipt and review of this policy alone constitutes notice of the expectation that you are to abide by this Policy. Any

violation of this policy may result in disciplinary action up to and including possible termination. 

Associates Signature

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Associates Name (Printed) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Position / Title 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Department

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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REST BREAK / MEAL PERIOD WAIVER

I understand if I wish to request a waiver it must be provided within 24 hours of effective date (noted in the “from” field

below)

Such waiver will be in effect through the date (noted in the “to” field below) specified by the associate on this form OR if

left blank, until the associate completes another form revoking the waiver. 

I understand that under Tennessee law and Hotel policy I may not work for any period of more than six (6) hours without taking

an uninterrupted thirty (30) minute rest break/meal period. By signing this waiver, I acknowledge my understanding of my right

under Tennessee law to receive an unpaid meal period/rest break of not less than thirty (30) minutes during a six-hour work

period. I voluntarily agree to waive my rights regarding rest break/meal periods as specified below:

Dates Waiver Applicable: From: ______________________ To: ________________________

(Associates should leave the second space blank if he/she wishes for the waiver to apply until the associate completes another

form revoking this waiver.)

Associates Signature

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Associates Name (Printed) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Position / Title 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Department

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Managers Signature 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Managers Name (Printed) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Waivers and revocations of waivers may not be retroactive. Management must submit completed forms to Payroll. 

Associates Signature

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Associates Name (Printed) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Position / Title 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Department

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Managers Signature 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Managers Name (Printed) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

My signature below acknowledges my wish to rescind the waiver above, to be effective at the start of my next scheduled shift.
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MOS SUCCESS CHECKLIST ACKNOWLEDGMENT

I, ________________________________________, have received a copy of my department’s Moments of Service Success 

Checklist. I have reviewed this checklist in detail with my manager and have been trained in the delivery of MOS for my position.  

I acknowledge that I have a full understanding in the specific Moments of Service standards that I am held accountable for and 

will be expected to execute from this point forward in all guest interactions. I understand that I will continue to engage in MOS 

Success Checklists with management throughout employment for continued training and performance measurement. 

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
 

DEPARTMENT
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ASSOCIATE TRAINING PROGRAM

Complete New Hire Information Sheet (found in this packet)

PART TIME associates complete availability form (found in this packet) and schedules remaining training shifts.

FULL TIME associates complete availability form (found in this packet) of shifts they prefer to work (if they have any conflicts,

school, etc.) This does not guarantee accommodation.  Schedule remaining training shifts.

Review information in Associate Training Manual including:

Job descriptions, Menu, etc.

Get fitted for uniform and get uniform stand for training if other than Barlines standard uniform.

ORIENTATION – ASC Paperwork (ALL ASSOCIATES)

 After Omni paperwork has been completed in ASC (HR), associate meets with Manager to review the following:

*Note: Omni Orientation will need to be taken within the first 90 days of hire

Run food for entirety of shift

Get answers to all questions on Skills Certification Checklist.

Review job description and Moments of Service (MOS) with Manager on Duty (MOD)

Be prepared to execute MOS during subsequent training shifts.

At end of shift associate must be able to pass:

Omni Culture Quiz

Floor Plan Quiz - Write table numbers, pivot point, and seat 1 on a blank floor plan

DAY 1 – KITCHEN/EXPO/FOODTRAINING (ALL ASSOCIATES)

Associate reviews menus and menu descriptions with trainer

Get introduced to all associates working and begin to learn team members names

Review of MOS for the server/bartender positions

Review and assist with completion of opening and closing side work for position

Observe how orders are placed using the POS (Computer ordering system)

Continue to learn food presentation, descriptions

Observe beverage presentation and standards

Ask questions/continue Skills Certification Checklist Review (not during volume service)

Review cash room and tip out procedure

At the end of this shift, associate must pass able to verbally pass Barlines Quiz 1

DAY 2 – SERVER/BARTENDER

Associate will meet with Manager once they arrive and be given a trainer for the day. During this shift new associates will follow

and closely observe the trainer, preparing for LATER training shifts when they will assist the waiter.  

            

With Trainer:

Begin day with a review of MOS for the server/bartender positions

Review and assist with completion of opening and closing side work for position

Place orders in the POS

Continue to get introduced to all associates working and begin to learn team members names

Continue to learn food presentation, descriptions

Observe beverage presentation and standards

Ask questions/continue Skills Certification Checklist Review (not during volume service)

Review cash room and tip out procedure with trainer

At the end of this shift, new associate must be able to verbally pass Barlines Quizzes 2 & 3 

DAY 3 – SERVER/BARTENDER

Associate will meet with Manager once they arrive and be given a trainer for the day. During this shift, new associate will

shadow trainer and take the lead on ordering items in the POS. The new associate is to closely observe the trainer.  The new

associate should greet and take the lead on 3-5 tables during the shift with the trainer by his/her side. 
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ASSOCIATE TRAINING PROGRAM - CONTINUED 

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
 

Begin day with a review of MOS for the server/bartender positions

Complete all opening and closing “side work”

Place orders in the POS

Continue to get introduced to all associates working and begin to learn team members names

Describe and up-sell all menu items to guests

Ask questions/continue Skills Certification Checklist Review (not during volume service)

Do trainers’ cash room checkout and tip out

At the end of this shift the new associate must pass the written Skills Certification and Menu test in order to exit training.  If

certification and test are not passed, new associate will not be certified for service and will remain in training until passing

score (85%) has been met.

DAY 4 – SERVER/BARTENDER 

Associate will meet with Manager once they arrive and be given a trainer for the day. During this shift the trainer will shadow

the new associate. The new associate will take the lead on ALL tables and the trainer will be responsible for holding the new

associate to Barlines and Omni standards.

The trainer is to be by the new associate’s side for this entire shift and be there for support only. 

Understanding Progressive (flavor based) wine menus to improve sales and guest satisfaction

Wine varietals

Beers

Spirits

Banquet & Catering Sales

DAY 5 – SERVER/BARTENDER 

WINEQUEST TRAINING

Overview:

This is a new requirement that all Omni new hires in beverage service related job classifications complete an online curriculum

in WineQuest within their first 90 days of employment. 

Customized training curriculum for each job classification prepares every new hire to be successful in their role with Omni.

Course topics include:

Go to www.winequest.com

Username: omni

Password: 1234

Click on the RED arrow to login

At the bottom of the Welcome page, click the “sign in now” button

Enter your First and Last name, then click “sign in now” button

Confirm, or select “New Trainee” and click the “Next” button

Fill in the Information (First and Last name, State, Hotel, and Job Function), and click on the “create”

button to create your Trainee account and sign in. *If your hotel is not in the list, click on ‘Contact Us’ in

the upper right.

Complete the REQUIRED training

1.

2.

a.

b.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

STEPS 
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TRAINING QUIZ 1 

What major league sports teams are in Nashville?

What are the operation hours for the pool bar?

Is smoking allowed in Barlines?

What are the operation hours for Barlines?

What local Brands of beer does Barlines serve?

What are the well liquors served at Barlines?

What times does entertainment play at Barlines?

What days does Barlines have live music?

How many seats are in Barlines?

What is the “Power of One”?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

TRAINING QUIZ 2

How many rooms does the hotel have?

List the BARLINES steps of service:

List the signature cocktails Barlines’ serves:

List all bottle beers Barlines’ serves:

List all the beers Barlines’ serves on draught:

What local beers does Barlines’  have in the Bottle?

What local beers does Barlines’ serve on draught?

What Moonshines does Barlines’ carry?

List all the Tennessee Whiskeys Barlines’ carries:

What are the Barlines signature Cocktails?

How long after a table is sat should they wait to be greeted?

Describe Gerst Amber Ale?

What is Gerst named after?

Who brews Gerst and Hap & Harry’s?

Describe Whisper Creek Tennessee Sipping Cream:

Where does Barlines’ get their pimento Cheese?

What local brand of wine does Barlines’ serve?

Who owns the vineyard for the answer to number 17?

What baseball team plays in Nashville?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
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TRAINING QUIZ 3 

List and describe all the appetizers Barlines serves:

 List all the sandwiches Barlines serves:

List and describe all the salads Barlines serves:

List and describe all the desserts Barlines serves:

What side items come with Barlines’ sandwiches?

How many pizzas does Barlines serve?

List the different types of pizzas Barlines’ serves in detail.

 What kind of dough does Barlines’ use for pizza?

Where does the beef come from that is used in Barlines?

Does the beef used in Barlines receive a special grind?

What is the name of the local Blue Cheese?

What local Sipping Cream does Barlines’ serve?

Which Whiskeys are made in Nashville?

Which Distillery distills spirits other than whiskey?

How many wings come on the grand ole wings?

What sauce comes with the Potato Skins?

Is the Chess Pie made in house?

Is the Brownie made in house?

What is the Local Spice that is used in majority of Barlines’ dishes?

Describe Dos Perros:

Describe Hap and Harry’s: 

What sauce comes with the fried pickles?

What kind of BBQ sauce comes with the chicken sandwich?

What region is the sauce listed in question 23 from?

What is the pimento cheese dip served with?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
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SKILLS CERTIFICATION TRAINING TEST - POLICIES & PROCEEDURES

(A grade of 85% or higher is required to pass) 

What's the first thing you must do after a guest has been seated?

How does the manager know the table has been greeted?

When is it mandatory to use the guest’s name?

When delivering a beverage, how do you confirm you’re delivering the proper item to the proper guest?

Before leaving the table what is the last thing you ask (every time you leave the table)?

At a table of 3 guests, if there are 2 ladies seated and one man, who should be served first at all times?

At Barlines what is the process for removing crumbs from a table?

What are the hours of operation of Barlines?

When do you ask guests questions about how they are enjoying their experience?

What kind of food does Barlines’ serve?

What kind of silverware is used in Barlines?

How long should a guest have to wait for a check?

How long should a guest have to wait for their change?

What would you do if a guest received food, they were unhappy with (had a hair in it or was too cold)?

When serving dishes, you should, whenever possible remove from the ___________ side and serve to the ____________?

What are cocktail trays used for? (Name three reasons).

How long should a guest wait before being greeted by his server?

If someone states they only have only 20 minutes for their meal, what do you suggest they do?

What does the "O.S.T." program stand for?  Explain the program.

How can you receive an Omni Service Champion card?

List three (3) Power of One codes of quality service.

How can you exercise the Power of One in your job?

How can Barlines affect the success of the hotel?

What is the evacuation procedure for Barlines?

What is the emergency in-house phone number? _______________________________

What is the Room Service Department's hours of operation?

If you have a paycheck problem, who do you go to?

What do you do if you get hurt on the job?

Explain the Right to Know Law.

 If you detect smoke or fire, what do you do first?

Who is your customer?

Where is the fire extinguisher located in your work area?

When the fire alarm is sounding, what is the proper scenario we give to a guest?

Explain the proper scenario when answering your department’s phone.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.
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SKILLS CERTIFICATION TRAINING TEST - FOOD & BEVERAGE 

(A grade of 85% or higher is required to pass) 

Describe the quesadilla as you would to a guest:

What are the ingredients of the chili?

Can you sub anything for the chips or slaw on the sandwiches?

What are our vegetarian menu options?

What are all of the components of the Ham & Pineapple flat bread?

What are all of the components of the Margarita flat bread?

What are all of the components of the Hogg Alley flat bread?

What sandwiches are served on the brioche bun?

Besides the protein, what is the difference between the chicken and fish sandwiches?

What is the sauce on the meatloaf sandwich?

What sandwiches come with a fried egg?

What items on the food menu are less than $10?

What sandwiches are served on white bread?

What are the three Barlines desserts?

What items are gluten free?

What items have shellfish?

What items have pork products?

What beers are currently on draught at Barlines?

What local beers does Barlines carry?

What ciders does Barlines carry?

What pale ale and IPAs does Barlines carry?

What are the Corsair liquors Barlines carries?

We have 15 Tennessee whiskeys.  What are they and what are their prices?

What are the varietals of red wines by the glass carried at Barlines?

What are the varietals of white wines by the glass carried at Barlines?

What makes Arrington wines special?

Describe three of our specialty drinks as you would to a guest:

What specialty drink is made with Corsair Ryemageddon?

What specialty drink is served over crushed ice?

What specialty drink is made with egg whites?

What are the prices of our two sparkling wines by the glass?

What are the components of each of the three salads, their names and their prices?

What is Farmstead Cheddar?

What is the sauce on the hot wings?

What kind of paste is on the Deviled Eggs?

What is the sauce on the pickles?

How is the Artichoke dip presented?

What are the components of the nachos?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.
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HOST
JOB DESCRIPTION:

To provide an excellent dining experience for our

guests in an efficient and professional manner

while upholding Omni Hotels visions and values.

HOST/DRA 
POSITION

DRA
JOB DESCRIPTION:

To provide an excellent dining experience for our

guests in an efficient and professional manner

while upholding Omni Hotels visions and values



NAME:

PHONE:

 

EMPLOYEE AVAILABILITY/

CONTACT INFO

We will do our best to accommodate the above schedule, however we are a business
 and must maintain appropriate staffing levels.

PART TIME ASSOCIATES ONLY:
Please write in the conflicts you have (school and other work only please). 

You will be required to provide proff of unavailable times. 

In case of emergency, contact:

Associate Signature and Date
 

EMAIL:

NAME:

PHONE:

 RELATION TO YOU:

SUNDAY MONDAY

AM

(Typically 930a-430p)

WEDNESDAY THURSDAYTUESDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

PM

(Typically 430p-12p)
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Must have complete knowledge of service times and menu.

Must have complete knowledge of floor plan, table numbers, and seat numbers.

Responsible for verifying complete order on ticket to food on cold line and hot line.

Deliver food to correct tables according to ticket, floor plan, and seat numbers.

Always inquire if additional service is needed from guests upon delivery and inform server or manager.

Responsible for set-up of expo line with items specified in “side work”.

Must consult with supervisor on any food delivery difficulty.

Complete all side duties as assigned.

Must minimize breakage.

Attend all designated staff meetings and training sessions.

Set up and breakdown of breakfast buffet according to time allotted.

Maintenance and replenishment of breakfast buffet items. Ensure items are full at all times, clean and presentable.

Securing all breakfast vehicles such as platters, butter dishes, bread knives as directed by manager or posted inside work.

Placing and receiving warehouse order daily and ensuring proper par levels of product

Ensuring all products is within date and using the FIFO method of storage.

 Coffee maker/urn, cappuccino machine, toaster, microwave, beverage machines, bus trays, dishware, silverware,

glassware, telephone, pen/pencil, photo-copying machine, Micros Point of Sale System, telephone.

   Walk-in refrigerator, and reach-in cooler  

   Interior of hotel, in the restaurant, and kitchen.  Exposure to extreme temperatures.

   Exterior of Hotel with exposure to weather conditions.

   Exposure to Food and Beverage hazardous cleaning chemicals.

   Exposure to food items and beverages.

Minimum 1-year food runner experience or Barback experience

Must restock and prepare the bar assisting bartender 

Must be able to work a variety of shifts, including weekends and holidays 

Maintain a professional business appearance, attitude, and performance

Preferred experience in selling and presenting wines

Must be Food Handler and TABC certified. 

Move, bend, lift, carry, push, pull, and place objects weighing up to 50 pounds without assistance. Stand or walk for an

extended period or for an entire work shift in an indoor/outdoor environment

Serving trays, tray jacks, flatware, glassware, Micros terminals 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS:

QUALIFICATIONS:

ENVIRONMENT & POSITION ANALYSIS: 

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: 

I have read the above job description and testify that I am capable of performing the essential functions of my job in a safe and

effective manner.

JOB DESCRIPTION 

No Job Description for a position can possibly include all duties which may be requested by guest or required by the hotel.  The

objective of all positions is to effectively provide the services personally, or to immediately refer requests to the appropriate

department manager. The following is a summary of the major responsibilities of the position.

DEPARTMENT: Food & Beverage | Barlines

JOB TITLE:       Barlines DRA/Barback/Host

JOB CODE:      5233015 - Lounge 1

REPORTS TO:  Barlines Assistant Manager, and                               

Barlines Manager 

JOB PURPOSE: To maintain the highest standards

possible for the guest by insuring quick, efficient,

and professional Food Runner/DRA services.

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
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BREAK & MEAL PERIOD POLICY 

Each non-exempt hourly employee shall have a thirty-minute unpaid rest break/meal period if scheduled to work six (6)

hours consecutively

You may not skip your rest break/meal period in order to arrive later or leave earlier than your scheduled shift.

You must notify your supervisor when taking your rest break/meal period.  All rest breaks/meal periods must be approved

and coordinated by a manager. 

If you experience a problem taking your rest break/meal period you should report it immediately to your supervisor, any

Executive Committee member, or to Associate Services.

This is a mandatory policy and may not be violated. As with any policy of Omni Hotels & Resorts, failure to follow hotel policy

may result in disciplinary action up to and including possible termination.

It is a violation of Omni policy to knowingly falsify any time record, whether manual or electronic. Your recorded hours must

be an accurate representation of your workday. 

No work may be performed when you are not on the clock. 

Immediately inform Associate Services or your General Manager if you are asked to violate a company time and attendance

policy. 

It is your responsibility to start your rest break/meal period before completing 5 hours and 30 minutes of work. The chart

below gives examples of when you should take your rest break/meal period based upon when you punched in. 

You must clock in and out at the beginning and the end of each shift and for each 30-minute rest break/meal period. 

Rest break/meal periods should be exactly 30 minutes in duration. 

If you are called back to work or interrupted before your 30 minutes is completed, you must punch back in or indicate it on

the manual edit sheet and continue your rest break/meal period as soon as possible and as coordinated with management.

Tipped Food & Beverage associates, Restaurant Servers and Bartenders may waive the right to the above noted break. A

separate break waiver form must be completed.

The Tennessee Department of Labor requires that each non-exempt hourly employee shall have a thirty-minute unpaid rest

break/meal period if scheduled to work six (6) hours consecutively. This policy serves to inform you of this requirement and how

we will apply such requirement in our operation. 

Please see examples below:

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
 

6:00am

8:00am

2:30pm

3:00pm

11:00pm 

SHIFT START TIME 

11:29am

1:29pm

7:59pm

8:29pm

4:29am

YOU MUST START YOUR 
30-MINUTE REST/MEAL
BREAK NO LATER THAN:

 I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the Omni Nashville Hotel’s Meal and Break Period Policy, that I have read and

understand the Policy, and that by receipt of this policy, as well as by signing this acknowledgement; I agree to adhere to the

Policy.  Receipt and review of this policy alone constitutes notice of the expectation that you are to abide by this Policy. Any

violation of this policy may result in disciplinary action up to and including possible termination. 
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MOS SUCCESS CHECKLIST

I, ________________________________________, have received a copy of my department’s Moments of Service Success 

Checklist. I have reviewed this checklist in detail with my manager and have been trained in the delivery of MOS for my position.  

I acknowledge that I have a full understanding in the specific Moments of Service standards that I am held accountable for and 

will be expected to execute from this point forward in all guest interactions. I understand that I will continue to engage in MOS 

Success Checklists with management throughout employment for continued training and performance measurement. 

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
 

DEPARTMENT
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ASSOCIATE TRAINING PROGRAM

Complete New Hire Information Sheet (found in this packet)

PART TIME associates complete availability form (found in this packet) and schedules remaining training shifts.

FULL TIME associates complete availability form (found in this packet) of shifts they prefer to work (if they have any conflicts,

school, etc.) This does not guarantee accommodation.  Schedule remaining training shifts.

Review information in Associate Training Manual including:

Job descriptions, Menu, etc.

Get fitted for uniform and get uniform stand for training if other than Barlines standard uniform.

ORIENTATION – ASC Paperwork (ALL ASSOCIATES)

 After Omni paperwork has been completed in ASC (HR), associate meets with Manager to review the following:

*Note: Omni Orientation will need to be taken within the first 90 days of hire

ASSOCIATE SIGNATURE                       DATE                          ASSOCIATE NAME (Please Print) 
 

Run food for entirety of shift

Get answers to all questions on Skills Certification Checklist.

Review job description and Moments of Service (MOS) with Manager on Duty (MOD)

Be prepared to execute MOS during subsequent training shifts.

At end of shift associate must be able to pass:

Omni Culture Quiz 

Floor Plan Quiz - Write table numbers, pivot point, and seat 1 on a blank floor plan

DAY 1 – KITCHEN/EXPO/FOODTRAINING (ALL ASSOCIATES)

Associate reviews menus and menu descriptions with trainer

Review with trainer

Menus and menu descriptions

Answers to all Skills Certification Checklist Questions

Run food along side trainer for entirety of shift

Review Moments of Service (MOS) for hired position with Manager on Duty (MOD)

At the end of the shift associate must be able to pass Quiz 2 

DAY 2 – HOST/DRA

Associate will meet with Manager once they arrive and be given a trainer for the day. 

Review menus and menu descriptions with trainer

Run food for entirety of shift

Review answers to all Skills Certification Checklist questions

Continue to learn menu and descriptions, table and seat numbers

Review MOS for hired position with MOD

At the end of this shift, associate must be able to pass Quiz 3

DAY 3 – HOST/DRA

Associate will meet with Manager once they arrive and be given a trainer for the day. 

Review menus and menu descriptions with trainer

Run food for entirety of shift

Review answers to all Skills Certification Checklist questions

Continue to learn menu and descriptions, table and seat numbers 

Review MOS for hired position with MOD

At the beginning of the next shift (first non-training shift) – be able to pass Skills Certification Test (included in this packet)

DAY 4 – HOST/DRA

Associate will meet with Manager once they arrive and be given a trainer for the day.
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TRAINING QUIZ 2

How many rooms does the hotel have?

List the BARLINES steps of service:

List the signature cocktails Barlines’ serves:

List all bottle beers Barlines’ serves:

List all the beers Barlines’ serves on draught:

What local beers does Barlines’  have in the Bottle?

What local beers does Barlines’ serve on draught?

What Moonshines does Barlines’ carry?

List all the Tennessee Whiskeys Barlines’ carries:

What are the Barlines signature Cocktails?

How long after a table is sat should they wait to be greeted?

Describe Gerst Amber Ale?

What is Gerst named after?

Who brews Gerst and Hap & Harry’s?

Describe Whisper Creek Tennessee Sipping Cream:

Where does Barlines’ get their pimento Cheese?

 What local brand of wine does Barlines’ serve?

Who owns the vineyard for the answer to number 17?

What baseball team plays in Nashville?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

TRAINING QUIZ 3 

List and describe all the appetizers Barlines serves:

List all the sandwiches Barlines serves:

 List and describe all the salads Barlines serves:

List and describe all the desserts Barlines serves:

What side items come with Barlines’ sandwiches?

How many pizzas does Barlines serve?

List the different types of pizzas Barlines’ serves in detail.

 What kind of dough does Barlines’ use for pizza?

Where does the beef come from that is used in Barlines?

Does the beef used in Barlines receive a special grind?

What is the name of the local Blue Cheese?

What local Sipping Cream does Barlines’ serve?

Which Whiskeys are made in Nashville?

Which Distillery distills spirits other than whiskey?

How many wings come on the grand ole wings?

What sauce comes with the Potato Skins?

Is the Chess Pie made in house?

Is the Brownie made in house?

What is the Local Spice that is used in majority of Barlines’ dishes?

Describe Dos Perros: 

Describe Hap and Harry’s: 

What sauce comes with the fried pickles?

What kind of BBQ sauce comes with the chicken sandwich?

What region is the sauce listed in question 23 from?

What is the pimento cheese dip served with?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
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SKILLS CERTIFICATION TRAINING TEST - POLICIES & PROCEEDURES

(A grade of 85% or higher is required to pass) 

What's the first thing you must do after a guest has been seated?

How does the manager know the table has been greeted?

When is it mandatory to use the guest’s name?

When delivering a beverage, how do you confirm you’re delivering the proper item to the proper guest?

Before leaving the table what is the last thing you ask (every time you leave the table)?

At a table of 3 guests, if there are 2 ladies seated and one man, who should be served first at all times?

At Barlines what is the process for removing crumbs from a table?

What are the hours of operation of Barlines?

When do you ask guests questions about how they are enjoying their experience?

What kind of food does Barlines’  serve?

What kind of silverware is used  in Barlines?

How long should a guest have to wait for a check?

How long should a guest have to wait for their change?

What would you do if a guest received food they were unhappy with (had a hair in it or was too cold)?

When serving dishes you should, whenever possible remove from the ____________ side and serve to the ___________?

What are cocktail trays used for? (Name three reasons).

How long should a guest wait before being greeted by his server?

 If someone states they only have only 20 minutes for their meal, what do you suggest they do?

What does the "O.S.T." program stand for?  Explain the program.

How can you receive an Omni Service Champion card?

List three (3) Power of One codes of quality service.

How can you exercise the Power of One in your job?

How can Barlines affect the success of the hotel?

What is the evacuation procedure for Barlines?

What is the emergency in-house phone number? _______________________________

What is the Room Service Department's hours of operation?

If you have a pay check problem, who do you go to?

What do you do if you get hurt on the job?

Explain the Right to Know Law.

If you detect smoke or fire, what do you do first?

Who is your customer?

Where is the fire extinguisher located in your work area?

When the fire alarm is sounding, what is the proper scenario we give to a guest?

Explain the proper scenario when answering your department’s phone.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.
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SKILLS CERTIFICATION TRAINING TEST - FOOD & BEVERAGE 

(A grade of 85% or higher is required to pass) 

Describe the quesadilla as you would to a guest:

What are the ingredients of the chili?

Can you sub anything for the chips or slaw on the sandwiches?

What are our vegetarian menu options?

What are all of the components of the Ham & Pineapple flat bread?

What are all of the components of the Margarita flat bread?

What are all of the components of the Hogg Alley flat bread?

What sandwiches are served on the brioche bun?

Besides the protein, what is the difference between the chicken and fish sandwiches?

What is the sauce on the meatloaf sandwich?

What sandwiches come with a fried egg?

What items on the food menu are less than $10?

What sandwiches are served on white bread?

What are the three Barlines desserts?

What items are gluten free?

What items have shellfish?

What items have pork products?

What beers are currently on draught at Barlines?

What local beers does Barlines carry?

What ciders does Barlines carry?

What pale ale and IPAs does Barlines carry?

What are the Corsair liquors Barlines carries?

We have 15 Tennessee whiskeys.  What are they and what are their prices?

What are the varietals of red wines by the glass carried at Barlines?

What are the varietals of white wines by the glass carried at Barlines?

What makes Arrington wines special?

Describe three of our specialty drinks as you would to a guest:

What specialty drink is made with Corsair Ryemageddon?

What specialty drink is served over crushed ice?

What specialty drink is made with egg whites?

What are the prices of our two sparkling wines by the glass?

What are the components of each of the three salads, their names and their prices?

What is Farmstead Cheddar?

What is the sauce on the hot wings?

What kind of paste is on the Deviled Eggs?

What is the sauce on the pickles?

How is the Artichoke dip presented?

What are the components of the nachos?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.
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